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APPALLING 

Adjective

 Shocking and very bad: 

SYNONYMS Shocking, horrific, horrifying, horrible, 
terrible, awful, dreadful, ghastly, hideous, 
horrendous, frightful, atrocious, abominable, 
abhorrent, outrageous, hateful, loathsome, 
odious, gruesome, grisly 

ہولناک

ANTONYMS savory, vulgar, reassuring, beggarly, wholesome, innocuous, luscious, 
Delightsome, commonplace, unalarming, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

An appalling number of women died from the disease. 
A. pleasurable B. frightful C. amusing D. affable

ASTOUNDED 

Adjective 

Very surprised or shocked by something, 

because it seems very unlikely 

SYNONYMS Amaze, astonish, stagger, surprise, startle, 
stun, confound, dumbfound, stupefy, daze, 
nonplus حیرت زدہ

ANTONYMS casual, disinterested, impassive, bored, blase, emotionless, not surprised, 
unsurprised, nonchalant, unemotional 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 Mr. Hubert, the simple 'countryman looked at the Mayor astounded and already 
terrified by the suspicion resting on him. 
A. rebuked B. amazed C. exulted D. revolted

APPARENTLY 

Adverb 

Used when the real situation is different 

from what you thought it was 

SYNONYMS seemingly, evidently, Obviously 

ظاہری طور پر

ANTONYMS significantly, vitally, characteristically 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He acquitted me, apparently; and with a step that, making an effort. 
A. actually B. indeed C. Seemingly D. categorically
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ATTACHED TO 

Adjective 

To attach a particular quality to something is 
to consider it to have that quality  

SYNONYMS Joined, fastened, connected, contiguous, colse 
Fond of, devoted to, full of regard for, full of 
admiration for جڑا ہوا

ANTONYMS disapprove, disassociate, disconnect, avoid, oppose, differ, refuse, disagree. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He examined it with the air of a connoisseur and studied the price label attached to it. 
A. Cope with B. fond of C. rely on D. depend on

APPRAISED 

Verb 

To examine someone or something in order to 
judge their qualities, success, or needs 

SYNONYMS Assess, evaluate, estimate, judge, rate, gauge, 
sum up, review, consider 

ی قیمت

 

 می
می
خ
ت

ANTONYMS Neglect, randomize 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

At the end of each teaching practice, trainee teachers are asked to appraise their 
own performance. 
A   perform                B. rate                   C.  reject                   D.  criticize 

ALAS 

Exclamation 

Used to express sadness or feeling sorry about 
something 

SYNONYMS Unluckily, sadly, regrettably, unhappily, 
woefully, lamentably, alas, sad to say, sad to 
relate افسوس

ANTONYMS ha, hooray, Alleluia, fortuitously, WHEE, luckily, yippee, fortunately, yahoo, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Headpiece filled with straw. Alas! 
A. significantly B. providentially C. Unluckily D. auspiciously
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ABRUPTLY 

Adverb 

Sudden and unexpected, and often 

unpleasant 

SYNONYMS Brusquely, curtly, suddenly. surprisingly, 
unexpectedly. immediately, incontinently, 
instantaneously, instantly, promptly,  اچانک

ANTONYMS progressively, unhurriedly, sequentially, gradually, continuously, successively, 
hesitantly, un hurriedly 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She turned abruptly, dried her hands, and took the package from the bottom 
cabinet.  
A. civilly B. respectfully C. Curtly D. offensively

ACCENTUATED 

Verb 

To emphasize a particular feature of 
something or to make something more 
noticeable 

SYNONYMS  underscore, highlight, spotlight, foreground, 
feature, give prominence to, bring attention to, 
call attention to, draw attention to, point up, 
underline, 

واضح کرنا

ANTONYMS decrease, lessen, diminish, alleviate, disparage, dwindle, taper, recede, reduce, 
lighten, abate, weaken, wane, belittle, understate. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 The bright colored eyeliner accentuated Anni’s beautiful eyes. 
A. plunge B. highlight C. cataract D. collapse

ANXIETIES 

Noun 

Something that causes a feeling of fear and 
worry 

SYNONYMS  worry, concern, apprehension, consternation, 
uneasiness, fearfulness, disquietude, 
perturbation, fretfulness, nervousness, nerves, 
tension, stress, trepidation,  

پریشانی

ANTONYMS composure, placidness, gallantry, relief, intrepidity, satisfaction, nonchalance, 
peace, equanimity, boldness, audacity, tranquility, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Grayson was excused lessons; for a whole day the School centered emotionally 
upon his anxieties.  
A. worries B. comforts C. hopes D. supports
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BOON 

Noun 

Something that is very helpful and improves 
the quality of life 

SYNONYMS Blessing, godsend, bonus, good thing, benefit, 
help, aid, advantage, gain, asset, privilege, 
luxury دان ,کرم

ANTONYMS bad fortune, detriment, indecency, disillusion, defect, defeasance, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The new software will be an enormous boon to home computer users. 
 A. Hindrance            B.   Drawback             C.  Difficulty              D . Advantage 

BEWILDERMENT 

Noun 

Confused and uncertain 

SYNONYMS Confusion, Bafflement, bamboozlement, 
befuddlement, bemusement, confusedness, 
confusion, discombobulation, muddle, 
mystification, perplexity, puzzlement 

حیرانی

ANTONYMS  Insights, conviction, calmness, preparation, , bodhi, assurance, composure, 
anticipation, sureness, certitude, indifference, confidence, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Chips began in sheer bewilderment. 
A. edict B. order C. confusion D. clarity

BRISKLY 

Adjective 

Quick, energetic, and active: 

SYNONYMS Energetically, Quickly, Rapidly, Fast, Smartly, 
Hurriedly, Efficiently 

زی

ي

سے ت   

ANTONYMS Belatedly, slowly, tardily, lingeringly, slow, laggardly, leisurely, deliberately, 
sluggishly, ploddingly, listlessly. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The others were walking briskly to keep warm. 
A. Gradually B. Speedily C. Leisurely D. Gently
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BEAD 

noun 

 A small piece of glass, wood, etc. with a 

hole through it, that can be put on a string 

with others of the same type and worn as 

jewelry, etc. 

SYNONYMS Ball, pellet, pill, globule, spheroid, spherule, 
sphere, oval, ovoid, orb, round, pearl 

کا ,موتی

ي

َ
م

ANTONYMS 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I am a cluster of bright beads. 
A. light B. pearl C. galaxy D. glitter

BRIMMING 

Noun 
• The top edge of a cup, bowl, glass, etc.

• fill or be full to the point of

overflowing

SYNONYMS peak, visor, bill, projection, shield, shade, rim, 
lip, brink, edge, margin, fill, fill up, fill to 
capacity, overflow لبالب 

ANTONYMS empty, depleted, inadequate, stark, shy, deficient, drained, leisure, insufficient, 
short, incomplete, wanting, thin, exhausted, unfilled, shortish 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Her eyes were brimming with so many tears that they threatened to overflow. 
A. assuaging B. blurring C. glittering D. overflowing

BAFFLING 

Adjective 

To cause someone to be completely unable 

to understand or explain something: 

SYNONYMS Arcane, abstruse, mysterious, puzzling, 
bewildering, perplexing, mystifying, 
bemusing, confusing, unclear, difficult to 
understand, hard to understand,  

 چوری

ANTONYMS clear, diffused, fathomable, diffuse, comprehensible. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Some of the country’s customs are baffling to outsiders. 
A. reciting B. precepting C. seeming D. perplexing
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BASHFUL 

Adjective 
 shy and easily embarrassed 

SYNONYMS  Shy, reserved, diffident, retiring, self-
conscious, coy, demure, reticent, reluctant, 
shrinking, timid, timorous, meek شرمیلا

ANTONYMS extroverted, confident, bold, fearless, dashing, immodest, social, daring, forward 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She gave a bashful smile as he complimented her on her work. 
A. timid B. bold C. forward D. valiant

BECKONED 

Verb 

To move your hand or head in a way that tells 
someone to come nearer: 

SYNONYMS Gesture, signal, wave, gesticulate, make a 
gesture, motion, nod, call 

بلانا کرنا اشارہ کر ہلا ہاتھ  

ANTONYMS repel, push, turn off, repulse, deter, reply. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 The customs official beckoned the woman to his counter. 
A. told B. expelled C. repelled D. called

COVETED 

Adjective 

Strongly desired by many: 

SYNONYMS  Wanted, desired, popular, desire, be 
consumed with desire for, crave, have one's 
heart set on 

جائے کی خواہش کی جس  

ناکر حرص

ANTONYMS  undesirable, unwanted, decline, not want, loathe, reject, give, be generous, abjure, 
refuse, dislike, hate, spurn, execrate, scorn. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

In the book by Dickens, the miser did nothing but covet money. 
A. reject B. loathe C. Wanted D. selected
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CREDENTIALS  

       Noun 

Documents that state the abilities and 
experience of a person and show that the 
person is qualified for a particular job or 
activity: 

SYNONYMS documents, papers, identity papers, 
identification papers, bona fides, Experience, 
record, history, past, training, education, 
grounding, knowledge 

سند   , نامہ صداقت

ANTONYMS 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The man’s credentials label him as a millionaire despite his untidy appearance. 
A. appearance B. record C. status D. vehicles

CAPACIOUS 

Adjective 
Having a lot of space and able to contain a lot: 

SYNONYMS Roomy, commodious, spacious, ample, big, 
large, sizeable, generous, extensive, 
substantial, vast, huge, immense  کشادہ  

ANTONYMS confined, short, minute, tiny, slender, scanty, microscopic, snug, inconsiderable, 
slight, trifling, insignificant, incommodious, limited, cramped, small, tight, 
diminutive, mean. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Since we have over five hundred people coming to the wedding, we need to find a 
capacious venue 
A. confined B. spacious C. murky D. elevated

COLLIDED WITH   

Verb 

(especially of moving objects) to hit 
something violently: 

SYNONYMS hit , strike , bump ,Crash, crash into, come 
into collision, come into collision with, bang, 
bang into, slam, slam into, impact, impact 
with 

  متصادم ہونا 

ANTONYMS retreat, surrender, lose, halt, let go, aid, tap, stop, assist, help. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It’s always appropriate to apologize when you collide with someone. 
A. halt B. pass C. strike D. cross
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CRUDELY 

Adverb 
• In a simple way that is not very

accurate but gives a general idea of

something

• In an offensive or rude way

SYNONYMS Roughly, inaccurately, loosely, boorishness, 
brutishness, churlishness, clownishness, 
loutishness, rowdiness, rusticity, uncouthness پر طور نامعقول  

سے پن اناڑی

ANTONYMS competently, capably, adeptly, ably, artfully, expertly, adroitly, deftly 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 She yelled at a passing driver who had crudely propositioned her. 
A. aptly B. accurately C. disgustingly D. deftly

CONFRONT 

         verb 

To face, meet, or deal with a difficult 

situation or person: 

SYNONYMS challenge, encounter, face, tackle, handle, 
oppose, resist, defy,  

  مقابلہ کرنا 

ANTONYMS  Evade, Circumvent, Shun, Eschew, Avoid, Acquiesce 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

An Exemplary Social Experiment* When confronting the enigma of the Chinese planet. 
A. retreating B. shunning C. evading D. facing

COMPELLED 

Adjective 

Having to do something, because you are 

forced to or feel it is necessary: 

SYNONYMS Duty-bound, constrained, coerced, bound, 

   مجبور  

ANTONYMS Free, allowed, permitted, unrestricted, at liberty, freewill, unforced, uncoerced, 
voluntary, volunteer, volitional, willing. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

As a matter of fact, no boy ought to be compelled to earn his entire way through 
college if it can in any way be avoided. 
A. Negated B. Bound C. Reversed D. Unknotted
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COAXED 

Verb 
To persuade someone gently to do 

something or go somewhere, by being kind 

and patient, or by appearing to be: 

SYNONYMS Persuade, wheedle, cajole, beguile, flatter, 
seduce, lure, entice, tempt, inveigle,  

 راضی کرکے باتیں میٹھیپٹانا

کرلینا

ANTONYMS Disgust, Repulsion, dissuade, repel, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I coaxed, "just open your mouth wide and let me take a look. 

A. imposed B. affected C. enforced D. lured

COMPREHENSION 

   Noun 

The ability to understand completely and 

be familiar with a situation, facts, etc. 

SYNONYMS Understanding, ability to understand, grasp, 
grip, conception, apprehension, cognition, 
cognizance, ken, knowledge, awareness, 
perception, discernment 

فہم, سمجھ, عقل

ANTONYMS misconstructions, misunderstanding, bad vibes, misinterpretation, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Comprehension of the passage required the student to read the text several times. 
A. misconception B. Understanding     C . Inability D. Sympathy

CURIOUS 

        Adjective 

Interested in learning about people or 

things around you: 

SYNONYMS Eager, excited, inquisitive, enquiring, 
inquiring, interested, probing, nosy impatient, 
keen, anxious, longing  س

ِ  سَ
ج
ی
ُ
م

Antonyms dispassionate, unperturbed, uninvolved, most unbothered, standard, habitual, 
heedless, insensitive, unworried, Familiar, usual, re-served, normal, 

Synonym in context 

He experienced a curious longing to see some more of the strange and mighty 
desert before leaving the country, perhaps for good. 
A. uninterested B. inquisitive C. apathetic D. bored
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CASUALLY 

    Adverb 

Casual clothes are not formal or not 

suitable for special occasions:  

SYNONYMS Informally, nonchalantly, apathetic, 
complacent, disinterested, incurious, 
indifferent, insensible, insouciant, nonchalant, 
perfunctory, pococurante, unconcerned, 
uncurious, uninterested.  

  عام سے 

پر طور سرسری

ANTONYMS Carefully, cautiously , vigilantly , prudently ,, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He glances back at the door, then turns his attention once more to the paper and 
begins going through it casually. 
A. suspiciously B. watchfully C. warily D. carelessly

CONFINING 

Verb 

To limit an activity, person, or problem in 

some way: 

SYNONYMS  restraining, limiting, narrowing ,enclose, 
incarcerate, imprison, intern, impound, hold 
captive, trap  پابند کرنا

ANTONYMS Unconfined, Unrestrictive, Freeing, Discharging, Liberating, Emancipating, 
Releasing 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 I will confine myself to looking at the period from 1900 to 1916. 
 A    publish     B    enclose                    C free           D announce 

CRAMMED 

         Adjective 

Very full of people or things: 

SYNONYMS crowded, jam-packed, chockfull, brimful, 
jammed, teeming stuff, pack, jam, fill, crowd, 
throng ہونا ٹھنسا,ہونا بھرا  

ٹہونسنا

ANTONYMS drained, stark, insufficient, depleted, shy, exhausted, incomplete, inadequate, 
shortish, deficient, short, wanting, leisure 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Instead of folding his clothes and placing them neatly on the shelf, the messy man 
crammed them all into a dresser drawer. 
 A evacuated        B   staffed                     C    arranged          D  tied 
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CONFIRM 

Verb 

To make an arrangement or meeting 

certain, often by phone or writing: 

SYNONYMS  Verify , Authenticate , Validate ,Affirm, 
reaffirm, assert, reassert, give an assurance, 
assure someone, repeat, say again, state again, 
pledge, promise, guarantee 

تصدیق کرنا 

ANTONYMS  Disprove, Rebut , Repudiate , Contradict ,negate,   disconfirmed, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

His guilty expression confirmed my suspicions. 
 A   verified     B negated   C relaxed      D challenged 

CAUTIONED 

Noun 

Great care and attention: 

SYNONYMS Care, carefulness, wariness, awareness, 
heedfulness, heed, attention, attentiveness, 
alertness, watchfulness, vigilance, 
circumspection, discretion, prudence, 
guardedness, chariness, forethought, 
mindfulness 

چوکس،احتیاط 

ANTONYMS  Irresponsibility Unruliness Wildness Thoughtlessness Haste Rashness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Sami cautioned him against making a hasty decision. 
A. warned B. reached C. succeeded D. entered

CAPTIVATED 

         Verb 

To hold the attention of someone by being 

extremely interesting, exciting, pleasant, or 

attractive: 

SYNONYMS Enthrall, charm, enchant, bewitch, fascinate, 
beguile, entrance, enrapture, delight, attract, 
allure, lure  متاثرکن , دلکش   

ANTONYMS disgusted, nauseated, shocked, jaded, weary, sick and tired, disenchanted, sick, 
unloving, bored, tired, wearied 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The children were captivated by her stories. 
A. sickened B. nauseated C. disgusted D. fascinated
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CONDESCENDED  

        Verb 

• to do something that you think it is

below your social or professional

position to do

• to behave towards somebody as though

you are more important and more

intelligent than they are

SYNONYMS Patronize, treat condescendingly, speak 
condescendingly to, speak haughtily to, talk 
down to, look down one's nose at, look down 
on, put down, be snobbish to 
deign, stoop, descend, lower oneself demean 
oneself, debase oneself, vouchsafe,  

فروتنی کرنا  

ANTONYMS  Appreciated, valued, esteemed, respected 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 Rashid said this condescending remark at work today: "I'm better than all of you! 
A. respectful B. haughty C. obsequious D. flattering

CRITERIA 

Noun 

A principle or standard by which 

something may be judged or decided. 

SYNONYMS standards, principles , measures , norms , 
conditions gages , gauges yardstick, 
benchmark, touchstone, test, formula, scale, 
barometer, indicator, litmus test  اصول 

ANTONYMS aberration, possibility, fancy, deviation, probability, abnormality, conjecture, 
guess, change. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

What criteria are used for assessing a student's ability? 
A. guess B. standards C. deviations D. conjectures

DAINTILY 

          Adverb 

In an attractive, careful way, especially 

used about something small or having small 

movements: 

SYNONYMS  delicately, elegantly, gracefully, exquisitely, 
prettily, neatly, 

ساتھ کے نفاست    

ANTONYMS indelicately, grotesquely, roughly, awkwardly, carelessly, effortfully, uncarefully, 
Difficultly, strongly, heavily, rashly, gracelessly, insipidly,   

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He handed round a plate of tiny sandwiches, daintily arranged in rings. 
A. ineptly B. inelegantly C. neatly D. clumsily
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DISPENSING 

      Verb 
• To give out things, especially products,

services, or amounts of money:

• to prepare medicine and give it to

people, as a job

SYNONYMS  Distributing, Allotting, Bestowing, Provision, 
Supply, Administration, Providing 

لگانا دوا , دینا دوا تقسیم کرنا , 

ANTONYMS limit, keep, hold, restrain, retain 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 It is illegal to dispense drugs to children under sixteen. 
A. withhold B. procure     C .distribute  D. retain

DISPUTE 

Noun 

An argument or disagreement, especially 

an official one between, for example, 

workers and employers or two countries 

with a common border: 

SYNONYMS Debate, discussion, discourse, disputation, 
argument, controversy, contention, 
disagreement, altercation, quarrelling, 
variance, dissension, conflict, , discord, 
antagonism 

عتناز ،  ، راتکر  

رائے اختلاف  

ANTONYMS Contract, Arrangement, Treaty, Promise, Conformity, Harmony, Concurrence, 
Pact 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 Police have difficulties in dealing with domestic disputes. 
A settlements         B  pacts                      C     quarrels          D  promises 

DISTRACT 

          Verb 

To make someone stop giving their 

attention to something: 

SYNONYMS  Disturbing, unsettling, intrusive, 
disconcerting, bothersome, confusing 
divert, deflect, sidetrack, turn aside, turn 
away, draw away 

 موڑنا 

سے نقطے اصل دہان کا کسی  

ANTONYMS  pre-occupies 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He tried to distract attention from his own illegal activities. 
A. respond B. rejoin C. react D. divert
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DRUMMED 

Noun 

A musical instrument, especially one made 

from a skin stretched over the end of a 

hollow tube or bowl, played by hitting with 

the hand or a stick: 

SYNONYMS beat, rhythm, patter, tap, chatter, pounding, 
thump, thumping, thud, thudding, rattle, 
rattling, pitter-patter, rat-a-tat, pit-a-pat, 
thrum, tattoo, vibration, throb, throbbing, 
pulsation  

ڈھول بجانا

ANTONYMS 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Impatiently, he drummed his fingers on the table. 
 A Teared         B Acted                       C   raped             D   Tapped 

DILAPIDATED 

Adjective 

Old and in poor condition: 

SYNONYMS  DECREPIT, RUN-DOWN, RUNDOWN, 
DERELICT, RAMSHACKLE, TUMBLE-
DOWN, RUINED WRECKED 
DESTROYED DECAYING 

 شکستہ

ہشد برباد  

بخرا  

لحا خستہ  

میں حالت خستہ  

پھوٹا ٹوٹا

ANTONYMS nice, rebuilt, reconstructed, sound, stable, healthy, fresh, repaired, unspoiled 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The old house was in a somewhat dilapidated condition. 
 A  unsullied       B  spotless                      C  immaculate              D   wrecked 

DISCONSOLATELY    

Adjective 

Extremely sad and disappointed: 

SYNONYMS Sad, unhappy, doleful, woebegone, 
dejected, downcast, downhearted, 
despondent, dispirited, crestfallen, cast 
down, depressed, fed up, disappointed, 
disheartened, discouraged, demoralized, 
crushed, desolate, heartbroken 

سے غمگینی ،  مایوسانہ،

سے ناامیدی

ANTONYMS expectantly, heartily, cheerfully, happily, mirthfully, cheerily, merrily, gaily, 
smilingly, hopefully, jovially, confidently, jocosely, consolably, brightly 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The players were disconsolate after losing what should have been an easy game. 
A. dejected B. cheerful C. joyful D. glad
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DELICATELY 

Adjective 

Needing careful treatment, especially 

because easily damaged: 

SYNONYMS   Carefully, precisely, skillfully, dexterously, 
deftly, adroitly, finely, gracefully elegantly, 
daintily, nicely, attractively, pleasantly 
tactfully, diplomatically, sensitively 

سے عمدگی ،  

، سے صفائی  

سے نفاست

ANTONYMS explosively, strenuously, vigorously, strongly, powerfully, forcefully, stoutly, 
mightily, firmly, dynamically, stiffly, uncarefully, indelicately, energetically, 
forcibly, sturdily 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He stepped delicately over the broken glass. 
 A uncouthly        B   clumsily        C recklessly D  carefully 

DANK 

Adjective 

(especially of buildings and air) wet, cold, 

and unpleasant: 

SYNONYMS Damp, musty, chilly, clammy, wet, moist, 
unaired, moisture-laden, humid 

چپچپا و سرد    

ANTONYMS warm ,dusty, Droughty, water-resistant, scorched, parched, dehydrated, waterless, 
arid, watertight, burned, water-repellent, waterproof, dry, sunbaked, seared, baked, 
sere, desert 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

They found themselves in a large, dank cave. 
 A deep        B   warm                     C dry D  humid 

DISGUISE 

VERB 

To give a new appearance to a person or 

thing, especially in order to hide its true 

form: 

SYNONYMS Camouflage, conceal, hide, cover up, make 
inconspicuous, mask, screen, shroud, veil, 
cloak  تبدیلی کی روپ  

 بہروپ

شکل تبدیلی

ANTONYMS declare, leak, promulgate, tell, exhume, , let out, raise, unmask, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The hijackers were heavily disguised. 

A. crippled B. rushed C. cloaked D. overt
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DEFINITE 

Adjective 

Fixed, certain, or clear: 

SYNONYMS Sure , Fixed , Final , Exact , Unambiguous 
Explicit, Specific, Express, Precise, Exact, 
Defined, Well Defined, Clear-Cut, 
Determined, Fixed, Established, Confirmed, 
Direct 

حتمی , یقینی

ANTONYMS Vague , Dubious Open-Ended Indefinite Unfixed Undetermined Undecided 
Unclear Noncommittal Imprecise  

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Can you give me a definite answer by tomorrow? 
A. incredulous B. cynical C. doubtful D. exact

ENCHANTED 

Adjective 

Affected by magic or seeming to be 

affected by magic: 

SYNONYMS Captivate, charm, delight, dazzle, enrapture, 
entrance, enthrall, beguile, bewitch, spellbind, 
ensnare, fascinate, hypnotize, mesmerize  جادو کرنا 

 اپنی طرف مائل کرنا

 لبھانا

 مائل کرنا

 موہ لینا

کرنا گرویدہ

ANTONYMS Disappointed, Disgusted, Sickened, Repulsed, Offended 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

They met in Paris one enchanted afternoon in early autumn. 
A. aghast B. shocked C. repelled D. captivated

ENCOURAGED        

Adjective 

Having more confidence or hope about 

something: 

SYNONYMS FORTIFIED , HEARTENED , 
INVIGORATED , STIMULATED , 
REFRESHED , REVIVED Hearten, cheer, 
buoy up, uplift, inspire, motivate, egg on, 
spur on, stir, stir up, whip up, fire up, 
stimulate, animate, invigorate, vitalize, 
revitalize, embolden, fortify, rally, 

والاکرنے  اعتماد محسوس    

ANTONYMS Gloomy, Disentranced, Mournful, Drained, Pessimistic, Discouraged, Stifled 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

In 1933, 2000, while the Turkish Five-Year Plan, inaugurated in 1934, 
encouraged heavy industry still further. 
 A.   suspicious      B .       stimulated                C.    drained            D . distrustful 
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FRINGED 

Adjective 

 Having a strip of hanging threads 

attached along the edge for decoration 

SYNONYMS Perimeter, periphery, border, borderline, 
margin, rim, outer edge, edge, extremity, 
limit 
outer limits, limits, borders, bounds, 
outskirts, marches, lace 

دحدو   

 محیط

اکنار کا شہر  

سجانا سے وں جھالر   

ANTONYMS smooth, unadorned, undecorated, unbordered 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Wanting to add flare to the pillows, the seamstress chose to add fringe. 
A. equidistant B. internal C. middle D. periphery

EXUDE 

Verb 

 If you exude love, confidence, pain, etc., 

you show that you have a lot of that 

feeling:  

SYNONYMS  Give off, give out, discharge, release, send 
out, send forth, emit, issue, emanate, ooze, 
weep, leak, leach, secrete, excrete  بہنا 

 پسیجنا

نکلنا پسینہ  

نکلنا کر بن قطرے

ANTONYMS soaking up, absorb, engross 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The plant exudes a sticky fluid. 
A. juices B. swills C. squeezes D. releases

ECCENTRIC 

Adjective 

Strange or unusual, sometimes in a 

humorous way: 

SYNONYMS  unconventional, uncommon, abnormal, 
irregular, aberrant, anomalous, odd, queer, 
strange, peculiar, weird, bizarre, off-centre, 
outlandish, freakish, extraordinary 

 عجیب

 انوکھا

ردو سے مرکز  

  نرالا

ANTONYMS Conventional, Activist, usual, normal, 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

"Maybe some eccentric millionaire is doing it." 
A. Normal B. Predictable C. Conformist           D . Unconventional 
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EXCURSION 

Noun 

A short journey usually made for pleasure, 

often by a group of people: 

SYNONYMS Trip, outing, jaunt, expedition, journey, tour 
day trip, day out, drive, run, ride 

 کے تفریح و سیر

کرنا سفر چہوٹا لیے  

 سفر لئے کے شغل

 کرنا

ANTONYMS 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

There are regular weekend excursions throughout the summer. 
A. speaking B. reading C. studies D. outings

ELABORATE 

Adjective 

Containing a lot of careful detail or 

many detailed parts: 

SYNONYMS explain , expand ,narrate, relate, recount, 
tell, reveal, make known, disclose, divulge, 
present, communicate, report, recite, 
portray, 
ornate, decorated, embellished, adorned, 
ornamented, 

 میں انداز عالمانہ

 لکھنا

ساتھ کے تفصیلات  

کرنا وضاحت  

ANTONYMS condense 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The elaborate modes of address and flowery phrases were out of place in the 
modern world. 
A. hidden B. concealed C. written D. decorative

EXASPERATION    

Noun 

The feeling of being annoyed, especially 

because you can do nothing to solve a 

problem: 

SYNONYMS Irritation, annoyance, chagrin, vexation, 
anger, fury, rage, wrath, spleen, pique, 
indignation, resentment,   لاشتعا   

غیظ و غضب

ANTONYMS calmness, repose, relaxation, placation, relief, wellbeing, pleasure, lenity, 
comfort,  

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Mr. Hubert, the peasant furiously lifted his hand, spat at one side to attest his 
honour, and said in the most exasperating tone. 
A. consoling B. palliative C. reassuring D. infuriating
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EXPANSIVE 

Adjective 
• covering a large amount of space

• friendly and willing to talk a lot

SYNONYMS wide, sprawling, vast, capacious, sizeable, 

 عالیشان  

ے

ي

يلن
 ھ
پ

والا 

ANTONYMS un-civil, to the point, synoptic, quick, concise, most precipitate, un-gracious, 
more synoptic, incommunicative. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She opened her arms wide in an expansive gesture of welcome. 
 A .tight        b. Narrow                     c. Cramped            d. Wide 

EXAGGERATION     

Verb 

To make something seem larger, more 

important, better, or worse than it really 

is: 

SYNONYMS Overstatement, overemphasis, 
magnification, amplification, 
aggrandizement, overplaying, dramatization, 
over dramatization, enhancement, 
elaboration, overelaboration, embellishment, 
over-embellishment, embroidery, hyperbole, 
overkill, gilding the lily 

مبالغہ

ANTONYMS minimization, oversimplifications, underestimation, lessening, understatement, 
under statements, decrease,  

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It would be no exaggeration to say that at the time that Mustafa Kamal set to 
work. 
A. irony B. dryness C. understatement D. hyperbole

EVALUATES 

Verb 

To judge or calculate the quality, 

importance, amount, or value of 

something: 

SYNONYMS Assesses, Appraises, Gages, Estimates, 
Calculates, Weighs, Values, Prices 

لگانا تخمینا   

لگانا اندازہ  

کرنا قدرپیمائی

ANTONYMS  

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Our research attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of the different drugs. 
A. demote B. promote C. recess D. assess
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FATALITY 

Noun 

A death caused by an accident or by 

violence, or someone who has died in 

either of these ways: 

SYNONYMS Death, casualty, mortality, victim, loss, dead 
person, dead, fate, 

 ، تقدیر ، قسمت

ہلاکت ، موت   

ANTONYMS hopefully 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Several people were injured, but there were no fatalities. 
A. laughs B. chuckles C. births D. mortalities

FLICKED 

Verb 

To move or hit something with a short 

sudden movement:   

SYNONYMS  jerk, snap, flip, stroke, brush, sweep, swipe, 
whisk, dab, jab, click, touch 

  جھٹکا

ANTONYMS 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The striker flicked the ball into the back of the net. 
A. tapped B. washed C. wiped D. gathered

FLAWLESSLY 

Adverb 

In a way that is perfect or without 

mistakes: 

SYNONYMS perfect, pristine; stainless, spotless, pure, 
impeccable, immaculate, faultlessly, 
impeccably, spotlessly, clearly, soundly, سے مہارت  

صفائی سے

ANTONYMS imperfectly ,poorly, amiss,   incompletely, badly, insufficiently, awkwardly, 
wrongly, Fallibly, wretchedly, defectively, atrociously, flawed, imperfectly,  

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The dance routine was flawlessly executed. 
A. Incorrectly B. Improperly C. Faultily D. Impeccably
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FRICTION 

Noun 

The force that makes it difficult for one 

object to slide along the surface of another 

or to move through a liquid or gas: 

SYNONYMS Abrasion, abrading, rubbing, chafing, 
grating, rasping, scraping, 
discord, disharmony, disunity, strife, 
conflict, disagreement 

متصاد   

 درمیان کے افراد دو

واٹکر  

عمل کا رگڑنے

ANTONYMS smoothness, accord, pleasure, cooperation, concordance, love, harmony, 
concurrence, happiness,  

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Friction between moving parts had caused the engine to overheat. 
 A . Sleekness        b     rubbing                   c. Levelness   d camber 

FLUTTERED 

         Verb 

To make a series of quick delicate 

movements up and down or from side to 

side, or to cause something to do this: 

SYNONYMS Flap, move up and down, beat, quiver, 
agitate, vibrate, twitch, shake, wag, waggle, 
swing, oscillate, thresh, thrash, flail 

کرنا حرکت سے پھرتی    

پھڑپھڑانا

Antonyms Calm, soothe,steady, 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Flags fluttered in the breeze. 
 A    pressed   B   curved  C. smoothed D     waved 

GINGERLY 

Adverb 

In a way that is careful or cautious: 

SYNONYMS Cautiously, carefully, circumspectly, 
delicately, warily, charily, guardedly, 
prudently, judiciously, attentively, heedfully, 
watchfully, vigilantly 

سے ہوشیاری انتہائی

ANTONYMS Incautiously, negligent, unmindful, unheedful, inattentive, roughly, neglectful, 
unobservant 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He opened the box gingerly and looked inside. 
 A. impulsively         B.  rashly                      C   causally D     carefully 
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GLISTENING 

Verb 

To shine by reflecting light from a wet or 

smooth surface: 

SYNONYMS Shine, sparkle, twinkle, glint, glitter, 
glimmer, shimmer, glow, flicker, blink, wink, 
flash 

 بھڑکیلی 

 منور

 منیر

ردا چمک   

ANTONYMS dimness, gloominess, shadow, blackness, dusk, obscurity, dull, lackluster, 
unvarnished, rough, gloomy, shade, dark, coarse, darkness, gloom 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Her eyes were glistening with tears. 
 A    sparkle     B   monotonous   C dreary D  lackluster 

GLARED 

 Noun 

a very bright, unpleasant light 

A long, angry look: 

SYNONYMS Scowled, frowned, stare angrily, scowl, 
glower, shone, gleamed, shimmered sheened,  

 والی دینے چوندھیا آنکھیں

 روشنی

چمک

Antonyms  obscurity, dullness, smile, dimness, duskiness, shade,   gloominess, dusk, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She glared at the carton as she unlocked the door. 
A. ignored B. look fiercely    C. Leered D. hushed

GROGGY 

Adjective 

Weak and unable to think clearly or walk 

correctly, usually because of tiredness or 

illness: 

SYNONYMS Dazed, muzzy, stupefied, in a stupor, 
befuddled, fuddled, muddled, confused, 
bewildered, disoriented, disorientated, vague, 
benumbed, numb, stunned, dizzy 

شمدہو 

ANTONYMS clear, cognizant, stable, energetic, unshaken, steady, Clear-headed. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The sleeping pills left her feeling very groggy. 
 A . Awarded       b. Watchful         c. Observant d. Dazed
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HEAP 

Noun 

 An untidy pile or mass of things: 

SYNONYMS  pile, stack, mass, mound, mountain, 
quantity, load, lot, bundle, jumble, 
collection, accumulation, gathering 

 انبار 

  ڈھیر

ANTONYMS Scatter, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Heaps of dung and rubbish lie on his journey ahead. 
A. bouquet B. redolence C. substances D. Piles

HIDEOUS 

Adjective 
Vary ugly and unpleasant. 

SYNONYMS ugly, unsightly, repulsive, repellent, 
revolting, gruesome, disgusting, 
grotesque, monstrous, grim, ghastly, 
macabre, misshapen, misproportioned, 
reptilian 

 وحشت انگیز

ANTONYMS Delightful, pleasant, kind, attractive, friendly, beautiful 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 
He was wearing a hideous yellow dress. 
A. ugly B. Crooked C. Raddled D. Modified

      HABITAT 

Noun 
The natural environment in which an 

animal or plant usually lives 

SYNONYMS Natural environment, natural element, 
natural territory, natural surroundings, 
natural terrain, home, domain, haunt مسکن 

Antonyms Unnatural surroundings. 

Synonym in 
context 

Modern cosmopolitan life style is contrary to natural human habitat. 
 A Natural living       B. Natural livelihood        
C. Natural traveling D. Natural birth

      HAGGARD 

Adjective 
Looking ill or tired, often with dark skin 
under the eyes: 

SYNONYMS  Careworn, tired, drained, drawn, raddled 

 تھکا ہوا

Antonyms Stocky, chubby, soft, pudgy, hearty, healthy, fresh, portly, fit, unworn, 
tubby, strong, corpulent, flabby, overweight, beefy, thick, rotund 

Synonym in 
context 

He looked pale and haggard. 
A. Sanguine B. Crooked C. Raddled D. Modified
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HAPHAZARDLY 

Adverb 
 In a way that does not have an 
obvious order or plan: 

SYNONYMS Unmethodical, disorganized, 
disorderly, irregular, 
indiscriminate, chaotic, hit-and-
miss, arbitrary, orderless, aimless, 
undirected, careless, casual, 
slapdash, slipshod; 

 اتفاقیہ طور پر

Antonyms 
Orderly, systematically, punctiliously, formally, gingerly, methodically, 
intentionally, purposely, meticulously, purposefully, carefully, 
deliberately. 

Synonym in 
context 

Vehicles are parked haphazardly on the narrow streets. 
A. Formally B. Casually C. Mordantly D. Zealously

HARMONY 
Noun 

 A pleasant musical sound made by 
different notes being played or sung at the 
same time: 

SYNONYMS  Euphony, polyphony, consonance 

ہم آہنگی

ANTONYMS 
Blow stack, dis-temper, cacophony, , iconoclasm, in coherences, 
confutation, dis-unity, inculpation, revolution, bits and pieces, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

To live together in perfect harmony is the climax of civilization. 
A. Discord B. Filtration C. Confrontation D. Consonance

HAUGHTY 
Adjective 

Unfriendly and seeming to consider 
yourself better than other people: 

SYNONYMS Proud, vain, arrogant, conceited, 
snobbish, stuck-up, pompous, self-
important, superior, egotistical, 
supercilious, condescending, lofty, 
patronizing, smug, scornful, 
contemptuous, disdainful, overweening, 
overbearing, imperious, lordly, cavalier, 
high-handed, full of oneself, above 
oneself 

 مغرور

ANTONYMS 
Shy, gentle, acquiescent, overmodest, cowering, cringing, introverted, 
accountable, constitutional, unaggressive 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She threw him a look of haughty disdain. 
A. Egotistical B. Commercial C. Bound D. Culinary
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HAVOC 

Noun 
Confusion and lack of order, especially 
causing damage or trouble: 

SYNONYMS Devastation, destruction, damage, 
desolation, depredation, despoliation, 
ruination, ruin, disaster, waste, 
catastrophe 

 خرابی

ANTONYMS 
Development, building, restoration, construction, wonder, growth, 
creation, good luck, favor, harmony, peace, good fortune, miracle, 
blessing, improvement, boon, success, reparation, benefit, calm, 

SYNONYM IN 
CONTEXT 

The grave of Hubert withstood the havoc of the flood. 
A. Imagination B. Coloration C. Rumination D. Ruination

HEARSAY 
Noun 

Information that you have heard but do 
not know to be true: 

SYNONYMS Gossip, tittle-tattle, tattle, idle chatter, 
idle talk, mere talk, report 

 سنی سنائی بات

ANTONYMS Proof, direct, truth, most eyewitness, firsthand, reality, quiet, evidence, 
more eyewitness, testimony, straight from horses 

SYNONYM IN 
CONTEXT 

We can't make a decision based on hearsay and guesswork. 
A. gossip B. reality C. deed D. event

INTENDED 
Noun 

The person that you are going to marry: 

SYNONYMS Deliberate, intentional, calculated, 
conscious, done on purpose, planned, 
considered, studied, knowing, wanton, 
purposeful, purposive, premeditated, pre-
planned, thought out in advance, 
prearranged, preconceived, predetermined 

 منظور شدہ

ANTONYMS 
unattached, random, most will less, un-thinking, more grudging, more will 
less, ordered, more subliminal, more 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The intended victims were selected because they seemed vulnerable. 
A. Indented B. Proposed C. Purposive D. Imaginative
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IN VAIN 
Adverb/ 

Adjective 

Unsuccessful; of no value: 

SYNONYMS Futile, useless, pointless, worthless, 
nugatory, to no purpose, in vain 
unsuccessfully, vainly, without success, 
to no avail, to no purpose, ineffectually, 
with no result, futile, useless, pointless, to 
no purpose, worthless, nugatory 

فضول

ANTONYMS 
helpful, useful, potent, effective, worthwhile, copious, productive, fruitful, 
successful, hopeful, valuable, effectual, profitable, plentiful 

SYNONYM 

IN CONTEXT 
She waited in vain for her son to return. 
A. Pointedly B. Pointlessly C. sophisticatedly D. Painfully

ILLUMINATION 
Noun 

coloured decorative lights outside that 
make a town look bright and exciting at 
night: 

SYNONYMS  light, lighting, radiance, gleam, glitter, 
brilliance, glow, glare, dazzle, flash, 
shimmer روشن کرنا 

ANTONYMS 
colorlessness, un-awareness, dusk, before dawn, shadowiness, gloom, 
inscrutabilities, dullness, semi darkness, after dark, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The only illumination in the room came from the fire. 
A. Air B. Fragrance C. Noise D. Light

INVARIABLY 
Adverb 

Always: 

SYNONYMS Always, every time, each time, on every 
occasion, at all times, without fail, 
without exception, whatever happens, 
universally 

 ہمیشہ

ANTONYMS 
Infrequently, variously, periodically, seldom, sporadically, occasionally, 
unusually, rarely, intermittently 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 
This acute infection of the brain is almost invariably fatal. 
A. Occasionally     B.  Necessarily C. Doubtfully D. Officially
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IRRITABLE 
Adjective 

Becoming annoyed very easily: 

SYNONYMS Bad-tempered, irascible, tetchy, testy, 
touchy, scratchy, grumpy, grouchy, 
moody, crotchety, in a mood, in a bad 
mood, cantankerous, curmudgeonly, ill-
tempered, ill-natured, peevish, having got 
out of bed on the wrong side 

 چڑچڑا

ANTONYMS 
dis impassioned, downright neighborly, more sweet tempered, most sweet 
tempered, praising, more unexcitable, un touched, most jocund, up beat 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Having the children at home made him irritable. 
A. prickly B. silent C. noisy D. quiet

INSINUATED 
Verb 

To suggest, without being direct, that 
something unpleasant is true: 

SYNONYMS Imply, suggest, hint, intimate, whisper, 
indicate 

دل میں بٹھانا

Antonyms Stated directly, iterated 

Synonym in 
context 

The article insinuated that he was having an affair with his friend's wife. 

A Suggested         B. Referred           C. Proposed           D. Reposed    

INTENTLY 
Adverb 

In a way that gives all your attention to 
something: 

SYNONYMS Attentively, closely, keenly, with 
fascination, raptly, earnestly, hard, 
studiously, fixedly, steadily, steadfastly, 
alertly, watchfully, observantly, carefully 

 غور سے

ANTONYMS 

lackadaisically, wearily, indolently, halfheartedly, Shiftlessly, 
distractedly, tiredly, listlessly, sluggishly, spiritlessly, Desultorily, 
languidly, lazily. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I listened intently to what she had to say. 
A. Carelessly B. Fruitfully C. Intensely D. Earnestly
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INDUSTRY 
Noun 

The companies and activities involved in 
the process of producing goods for sale, 
especially in a factory or special area: 

SYNONYMS Manufacturing, production, fabrication, 
construction 

 صنعت

ANTONYMS 
indifference, disregard, in activity, faineance, hibernation, goof off time, 
ignorance, dis interests, lassitude, dilatoriness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Progress of industry is the backbone of any economy.  
A. Transport B. Aviation C. Technology D. Companies

INTOLERABLE 
Adjective 

too bad or unpleasant to deal with or 
accept: 

SYNONYMS unbearable, insufferable, unsupportable, 
insupportable, unendurable, beyond 
endurance, unacceptable, impossible, 
more than flesh and blood can stand, too 
much to bear, past bearing, not to be 
borne, overpowering 

 ناقابل برداشت

ANTONYMS dis-passionate, better than nothing, in-considerable, modest, 
Unforbidden, fair, most unforbidden, most abstinent, re-doubted 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

His intrusion into our affairs is intolerable. 
A. Bearable B. Abominable C. Official D. Unbearable

IMPERCEPTIBLY 
Adjective 

Unable to be noticed or felt because of 
being very slight: 

SYNONYMS Buried, concealed, covert, disguised, 
hidden, obscure, shrouded, unapparent, 
vague. ادراک طور پر ناقابل  

ANTONYMS Noticeably, observably, big time, perceptibly 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The daylight faded almost imperceptibly into night. 
A. Overtly B. Covertly C. Joyously D. Periodically
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JUDGMENT 
Noun 

A decision or opinion about someone or 
something that you form after thinking 
carefully: 

SYNONYMS  Discernment, acumen, shrewdness, 
astuteness, common sense, good sense, 
sense, perception, perspicacity, 
percipience, penetration, acuity, 
discrimination, wisdom, wit, native wit, 
judiciousness, prudence, sagacity, 
understanding, intelligence, awareness 

 بصیرت

ANTONYMS 
nonsensicality, in sanity, misspeaks, fiddlesticks, shallowness, standoff, 
weakmindedness, stupidity, unsoundness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The accident was caused by an error of judgement on the part of the pilot. 
A. Discernment B. Discord C. Loyalty D. Technique

JUDICIAL 
Adjective 

Involving a law court: 

SYNONYMS Legal, judiciary, juridical, judicatory, 
forensic, jurisdictive 

 عدالتی

Antonyms Uncritical, noncritical, illegal. 
Synonym in 

context 
The Supreme Court ordered a judicial inquiry into the matter. 
A. Judgmental B. Judicatory C. Royal D. legalized

JUNCTION 
Noun 

A place where things, especially roads or 
railways, come together: 

SYNONYMS  Join, joint, intersection, link, bond, weld, 
seam, coupling, connection, union, 
juncture, confluence, convergence, 
meeting, meeting point, conflux, juncture, 
waters meet 

 جوڑ

ANTONYMS 
Dissociation, decomposition, detachment, cloves, preterition, over sight, 
parting, gap, over-sights, cloughs, estrangement 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It was near the junction of City Road and Old Street. 
A. Notoriety B. Property C. Convergence D. Divergence
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JUVENILE 
Adjective 

Relating to a young person who is not yet 
old enough to be considered an adult: 

SYNONYMS  Young, teenage, teenaged, adolescent, 
junior, underage, pubescent, prepubescent 

 کم سن

ANTONYMS 

Golden, most monster, un-selfish, long-lived, greathearted, mature, a 
whale a, older, old, grown-up, most whopper, grownup, chock full, 
worldly 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

What can be done to help these juvenile delinquents turn away from 
crime? 
A. Hardened B. Professional C. Senior D. Junior

JEOPARDY 
Noun 

In danger of being damaged or 
destroyed: 

SYNONYMS  Danger, peril 

اندیشہ

ANTONYMS 
Safety, assistance, preservation, inaction, in-violability, care, shelter, in 
vulnerabilities, impregnability, latency, in vulnerability, salvation 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The future of the school and 50 jobs are in jeopardy. 
A. Safety B. Danger C. Decision D. Incision

JEALOUSY 
Noun 

A feeling of unhappiness and anger 
because someone has something or 
someone that you want: 

SYNONYMS Envy, enviousness, covetousness, desire 
suspicion, suspiciousness, distrust, 
mistrust, doubt, insecurity, anxiety 
protectiveness, defensiveness, vigilance, 
watchfulness, heedfulness, mindfulness, 
care, solicitousness, attentiveness 

رشک

ANTONYMS Benevolence, sympathy, goodwill, kindness. 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 
I felt sick with jealousy against his achievements. 
A. Pride B. Envy C. Capability D. Creativity
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JUBILANT 
Adjective 

Feeling or expressing great happiness, 
especially because of a success: 

SYNONYMS Overjoyed, exultant, triumphant, joyful, 
jumping for joy, rejoicing, cock-a-hoop, 
exuberant, elated, thrilled, gleeful, 
euphoric, ecstatic, beside oneself with 
happiness, enraptured, in raptures, 
rhapsodic, transported, walking on air, in 
seventh heaven, on cloud nine 

اں مَانے والا  خُوش 

ANTONYMS 
sorrowful, defeated, crestfallen, discouraged, sad, joyless, unhappy, 
dispirited, unexcited, unenthusiastic, depressed. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The fans were in jubilant mood after the victory. 
A. Earning money B. Willing ways
C. Jumping for joy D. Wallowing in sorrow

KINDRED 
Adjective 

Similar or related: 

SYNONYMS Family, relatives, relations, kin, family 
members, connections, kith and kin, one's 
own flesh and blood, clan, tribe, house, 
lineage 

 رشتداری

ANTONYMS 
Diacritical, antagonistic, opposing, contrary, hostile, disagreeable, 
competitive, competing, discriminable, quarrelsome, incompatible, 
irrelevant, inharmonious 

SYNONYM IN 
CONTEXT 

Ties of kindred important social considerations. 
A. Transfusion     B. Blood relation  C. Transmission     D. Translation

KNACK 
Noun 

A skill or an ability to do something 
easily and well: 

SYNONYMS Gift, talent, flair, genius, instinct, faculty, 
ability, capability, capacity, aptitude, 
aptness, bent, forte, facility, dexterity, 
adroitness, readiness, quickness, 
ingenuity, proficiency, expertness, 
competence 

 سلیقہ

ANTONYMS Impotence, discomfort, disquiet, vexation, incompetency, difficulty, 
worry, insufficiency, ineptitude, inability, trouble, disinclination, want 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It's easy, once you've got the knack. 
A. Ingenuity B. Popularity C. Information D. Experience
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KNICKERS 
Noun 

Short loose trousers that fit tightly below 
the knee, worn especially in the past 

SYNONYMS Underpants, briefs, bikini briefs, drawers, 
French knickers, underpants, briefs, 
bikini briefs, drawers, French knickers 

 نکر

ANTONYMS Formal dress 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

You should not have come to office in knickers. 
A. Moustache B. Sedan C. Time D. Briefs

KNICKKNACK 
Noun 

A small, decorative object, esp. in a 
house: 

SYNONYMS Ornament, novelty, gewgaw, piece of 
bric-a-brac, bibelot, trinket, trifle, 
bauble, gimcrack, bagatelle, curio, 
curiosity, plaything, toy 

نازک فرنیچر ہلکا  

ANTONYMS Branded Jewelry 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

There were no photographs, no knick-knacks: just a simple table and 
chairs. 
A. Diamond B. Plaything C. Weapon D. Magic

LIKELIHOOD 
Noun 

The chance that something will happen: 

SYNONYMS Probability, chance, prospect, possibility, 
likeliness, odds, feasibility, plausibility, 
conceivability بھروسہ 

ANTONYMS 

Truth, plan, incredibleness, unlikelihood, unreasonableness, 
implausibility, dubiousness, assurance, past, design, doubtfulness, 
incredibility, scheme, surety, law, unlikeliness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Otherwise there is every likelihood of the danger of their death for not 
getting medically treated. 
A. Resistance B. Livelihood C. Impossibility D. Possibility
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LABYRINTH
Noun 

A confusing set of connecting passages or 
paths in which it is easy to get lost: 

SYNONYMS Maze, warren, network, complex, web, 
coil, entanglement 

بھول بھلیاں

ANTONYMS Clarity 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

We lost our way in the labyrinth of streets. 
A. Maze B. Maize C. Length D. Width

LUDICROUS
Adjective 

Stupid or unreasonable and deserving to 
be laughed at: 

SYNONYMS Absurd, ridiculous, farcical, laughable, 
risible, preposterous, foolish, idiotic, 
stupid, inane, silly, asinine, nonsensical مضحکہ خیز 

ANTONYMS 

Mournful, consistent, dramatic, established, sorrowful, earnest, 
demonstrable, economical, sagacious, humorless, reasonable, realistic, 
normal, certain, sober, incontrovertible, logical 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT

It was ludicrous to think that the plan could succeed. 
 A. Genius               B Royal             C. Professional D. Stupid

LIMP
Verb 

To walk slowly and with difficulty 
because of having an injured or painful 
leg or foot: 

SYNONYMS Hobble, walk with a limp, walk with 
difficulty, walk lamely, walk haltingly, 
walk unevenly, falter لنگڑی چال 

ANTONYMS 

skim, crispier, more well-pressed, rested, open-eyed, slim, keyed up, un 
easier, brittle, more choked, most fluttery, shot to pieces, most shot, 
strengthened, awake, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

His arm hung limp at his side. 
A. Hanging B. Projecting C. Rotating D. Ejecting
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MENACED
Noun 

A dangerous quality that makes you think 
someone is going to do something bad: 

SYNONYMS Threaten, be a danger to, put at risk, 
jeopardize, imperil, loom over 

دھمکانا

ANTONYMS 
Protect, allow, aid, follow, smile, protected, assist, save, leave alone, 
guarded, flatter, hopeful, shielded, help, comfort, defend, surrender 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The forests are being menaced by major development projects. 
A. Developed B. Reproduced C. Threatened D. Warned

MUSTERED
Verb 

To produce or encourage something such 
as an emotion or support: 

SYNONYMS Assemble, bring together, call together, 
marshal, mobilize, rally, round up, raise, 
summon, gather, gather together, mass, 
collect, convene, call up, call to arms, 
recruit, conscript, draft 

 جمع کرنا

ANTONYMS Scattered 
SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT

He mustered courage and started all over again.  
A. Brought together    B. Scattered C. Diminished D. Avoided

MEAN
Verb 

To express or represent something such 
as an idea, thought, or fact: 

SYNONYMS Signify, convey, denote, designate, 
indicate, connote, show, express, spell 
out, stand for, represent, symbolize, 
imply, selfish  

 معنی

ANTONYMS Kind, unselfish, polite, extreme, margin 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

"Well, whatever —" Norma swallowed. "When you said someone in the 
world would die, what did you mean?" 
A. sedate B. indicate C. relate D. say

MASS
adjective 

having an effect on or involving a large 
number of people or forming a large 
amount: 

SYNONYMS pile, heap, stack, clump, cloud, bunch, 
bundle, lump 

ڈھیر

ANTONYMS distributive, corps d'elite, scarceness, famine, extension, accessory, 
modicum, one, pride, royalty, few, inadequacy, A-list, pittance, shortage 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The local priest celebrate mass in the village church. 
A. bunch       B. crouch                        C . crunch        D. wrench
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MOUNTING 
Adjective 

Gradually increasing: 

SYNONYMS framework, rack, holder, stand, base, support, 

platform, prop, plinth, bottom, trivet, bracket, 

frame, structure, growing, increasing  چڑھائی 

ANTONYMS Dismount, alight, drop, decrease, slump, lowering, descent, Unfix, decline, 

downhill, declension, fall, subside. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The queue of countries to recognize the People's Republic of China is growing 

longer with the mounting awareness of the absurdity of the past oblivion. 

A. Powerful B. Confusing C. Decreasing D. Increasing

MINIMUM 
Noun 

The smallest amount or number allowed or 

possible: 

SYNONYMS lowest level, lower limit, bottom level, 

bottom, base, least, lowest, rock bottom, 

slightest, depth, nadir کم سے کم 

ANTONYMS golden mean, farthest points, record, max, culmination, ex tents, uttermost, out 

posts, height, borderlines, dullness, absolutes 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

"You have only to select, sir," said the carpet dealer amiably, "and we will 

reduce the price to the minimum." 

A. Highest limit       B lowest limit        C. Bargaining D. Scheme

MAYHEM 
Noun 

A situation in which there is little or no order 

or control: 

SYNONYMS chaos, disorder, confusion, havoc, bedlam, 

pandemonium, tumult, uproar, turmoil, 

madness, madhouse, hullabaloo, all hell 

broken loose, wild disarray, disorganization, 

maelstrom, trouble,  

بدنظمی-تباہی  

ANTONYMS Harmony, calm, peace. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The typhoon caused mayhem across much of the country. 

A. Construction B. Destruction C. Diffusion D. Restitution
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MINIATURE 
Adjective 

Used to describe something that is a very 

small copy of an object: 

SYNONYMS Replica, copy, representation, mock-up, 

dummy, imitation, double, duplicate, 

lookalike, reproduction چھوٹا نمونہ

ANTONYMS Most unmatchable, large, heavy-duty, more expanded, first class, up setting, 

gigantic, more forever, over-size, most paying, jumbo, formidable, more titan, 

more bovine, jelly belly, more thumping, Whaling 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Some parents dress their children like miniature adults. 

A. Complicated B. Duplicate C. Nominated D. Creature

MUMBLED 
Verb 

To speak quietly and in a way that is not clear 

so that the words are difficult to understand: 

SYNONYMS Mutter, murmur, speak indistinctly, talk 

under one's breath, speak sotto voce, talk to 

oneself بڑبڑانا 

ANTONYMS Speak clearly, be quiet, listen, enunciate 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She mumbled an apology and left. 

A. Muttered B. Referred C. Denounced D. Grafted

MEDITATED 
Verb 

To think calm thoughts in order to relax or as 

a religious activity: 

SYNONYMS Contemplate, think about, consider, ponder, 

cogitate, muse 
 تجویز کرنا

ANTONYMS Non-objective, instinctive, more second nature, more second-nature, by seat 

one's pants, , in-bred, most unreflecting 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

They were meditating revenge against the wrongdoers. 

A. Contemplating B. Commenting     C. Disparaging D. Medicating
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MOULDED 
Noun 

A soft, green or grey growth that develops on 

old food or on objects that have been left for 

too long in warm, wet air: 

SYNONYMS Shape, form, fashion, model, work, construct, 

frame, make, create, configure, manufacture, 

design, sculpt, sculpture, throw بنانا 

ANTONYMS Combine, mend, sew, unite, join, increase 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The figure had been moulded in clay. 

A. Designed B. Fractured C. Wounded D. Transferred

MENACING 
Noun 

To demand money using threats: 

SYNONYMS Threaten, be a danger to, put at risk, 

jeopardize, imperil 
 دھمکانا

ANTONYMS Nonhazardous, Aiding, prosperous, unalarming, safe, Assisting, remote, 

beneficial, helping, good, advantageous. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

At night, the dark streets become menacing. 

A. Darting B. Confusing C. Complicated D. Dangerous

NUISANCE 
Noun 

Something or someone that annoys you or 

causes trouble for you: 

SYNONYMS Source of annoyance, source of irritation, 

annoyance, inconvenience, bore, bother, 

irritant, problem, difficulty, trouble, trial, 

burden 

پریشانی

ANTONYMS Comforter, help, gratification, happiness, ROSES, delight, cheer, charmer, 

appreciation, enjoyment, satisfaction, pleasure, pleasantry, advantage, comfort, 

joy, convenience 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It's a nuisance having to reset an already accomplished assignment. 

A. Trouble B. Facility C. Domination D. Modernity
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NAÏVE 
Adjective 

Too willing to believe that someone is telling 

the truth, that people's intentions in general 

are good, or that life is simple and fair. 

People are often naive because they are 

young and/or have not had much experience 

of life: 

SYNONYMS Innocent, unsophisticated, artless, ingenuous, 

inexperienced, guileless, unworldly, 

childlike, trusting, trustful, dewy-eyed, 

starry-eyed, wide-eyed, fond, simple, natural, 

unaffected, unpretentious 

بھولابھالا-معصوم

ANTONYMS Calculating, foxy, more retiary, crazy like fox, deceptive, intriguing, on to, quick 

uptake, shark, civilized, more equivocating, most longhaired, more world weary 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I can't believe you were so naive as to trust such a deceptive person. 

A. Duplicitous B. Innocent C. Grandiloquent D. Quiet

NATIVE 
Noun 

Relating to or describing someone's country 

or place of birth or someone who was born in 

a particular country or place: 

SYNONYMS  inhabitant, resident, local, basic 

مقامی

ANTONYMS Beginner, unascertained, unaccustomed, most unassimilable, latecomers, 

unrevealed, outsider, de-relicts, more unnoted 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It is a long time since he has visited his native town. 

A. Scientific B. Artistic C. Basic D. Advanced

NAUSEOUS 
Adjective 

Feeling as if you might vomit: 

SYNONYMS Sick, nauseated, queasy, bilious, sick to one's 

stomach, green, green about the gills, green at 

the gills, ill, unwell, bad متلی-آور قے  

ANTONYMS Salutary, innocuous, nice, inoffensive, unexceptionable, delightful, salubrious, 

appealing, gratifying, inviting, unobjectionable, congenial, welcome, enjoyable, 

pleasing, healthful, pleasant, attractive, dulcet, dreamy 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She felt dizzy and nauseous at the sight of a lizard. 

A. Sick B. Elated C. Confounded D. Convinced
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NEGATE 
Verb 

 To cause something to have no effect: 

SYNONYMS Invalidate, nullify, render null and void, 

render invalid, make ineffective, neutralize, 

cancel, cancel out انکار کرنا 

ANTONYMS Claim, Cinching, help, pro-fess, re peats, crosses heart, locks up, having lock on, 

pass, support, had lock on, swear up down, save, haddest a lock on, espouse, 

locked up, start, warrant, permit, putting on ice, clear 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Alcohol negates the efficacy of this drug. 

A. Advocates B. Churns C. Invalidates D. Improves

NEGLIGENCE 
Noun 

the fact of not giving enough care or attention 

to someone or something: 

SYNONYMS carelessness, lack of care, lack of proper care 

and attention, dereliction of duty, non-

performance of duty, non-fulfilment of duty, 

remissness, neglectfulness, neglect, laxity, 

laxness, irresponsibility, inattention, 

inattentiveness, heedlessness 

 غفلت

ANTONYMS re pair, branch of knowledge, fore thought, Re-search, compliance, busyness, 

reflections, bug in ones ear, attention, pre sentiments, stakeouts, solicitude 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The doctor was sued for medical negligence. 

A. Competency     B. Vulnerability     C. Advancement D. Laxness

NEMESIS 
Noun 

(A cause of) punishment or defeat that is 

deserved and cannot be avoided: 

SYNONYMS Downfall, undoing, ruin, ruination, 

destruction, Waterloo 
،زہر قاتلبداعمالی کی سزا  

ANTONYMS Forgiveness, associate, parole, aid, windfall, joy, relief, blessing, solace, help, 

safeguard, guard, benefit, vindicator, exemption, immunity, gift, boon, felicity, 

disregard, comfort 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He strode out to face his nemesis. 

A. Upheaval B. Downfall C. Justification D. Ellipsis
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NEUTRAL 
Adjective 

not saying or doing anything that would 

encourage or help any of the groups involved 

in an argument or war:  

SYNONYMS impartial, unbiased, unprejudiced, objective, 

disinterested, even-handed, equitable, fair, 

fair-minded, dispassionate, detached, 

impersonal, unemotional, clinical, indifferent 

 غیرجانبدار

ANTONYMS powder blue, subjective, arresting, striking, aligned, prejudiced, bluish green, 

charged, orange, pea green, orange red, carmine, cinnabar, catchy 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Journalists are supposed to be politically neutral. 

A. Ineffective B. Impartial C. Partial D. Lucrative

NIGGLE 
Verb 

to worry someone slightly, usually for a long 

time: 

SYNONYMS irritate, annoy, worry, trouble, bother, 

provoke, exasperate, upset, gall, irk, rankle 

with ہونا پریشان  

ANTONYMS endorse, commend, compliment, champion, praise, applaud, support, 

recommend, back, approve 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He gets the occasional niggle in his right shoulder. 

A. Irrigation B. Regularity C. Irritation D. Improvement

OPTED FOR 
Verb 

To make a choice, especially of one thing or 

possibility instead of others: 

SYNONYMS Choose, select, pick out, decide on, go for, 

settle on, plump for/on, single out, take 
انتخاب کیا

ANTONYMS Discontinue, hate, oppose, disallow, cancel, drop, repudiate, vote down, dodge, 

be honest, forfeit, begin, disgrace, offer, sell, lower, lose, dislike, let go, fail, 

give, dispute, hurt, protest 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He opted for a safer solution instead of taking a risky option. 

A. Modified B. Settle on C. Listed D. Nominated
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ON THE 

WRONG FOOT 

If something catches you on the wrong foot, 

you are not prepared for it: 

SYNONYMS  Misplaced, misguided, unwise, 

misconceived, ill-advised, ill-considered, ill-

judged غلط صورتحال میں ہونا

ANTONYMS Redress, right, true, compensate, sensible, correct, thoughtful, well-guided, 

reasonable, wise, rightfulness. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

In understanding the nature of the disease, the doctors went on the wrong foot 

and prescribed the wrong medicine.  

A. Overconfident B. Grudging C. Ineffective D. Misjudging

OCCASIONALLY 
Adverb 

Sometimes but not often: 

SYNONYMS Sometimes, from time to time, now and 

then, every now and then, now and again, 

every now and again, at times, every so 

often, once in a while, every once in a 

while, 

بعض اوقات

ANTONYMS Routinely, oftentimes, continuously, consistently, running, interminably, 

uninterruptedly, customarily, naturally, incessantly, ordinarily, as a matter 

of course 

SYNONYM IN CONTEXT Only occasionally was there any doubt that they would succeed. 

A. Exceedingly B. Regularly C. Rurally D. Rarely

OPERATION 
Noun 

the fact of operating or being active: 

SYNONYMS functioning, working, running, performance, 

action, functioning, working, running, up and 

running, operative, in use, in action, going کاروائی 

ANTONYMS laziness, dis continuation, powerlessness, inefficiency, in activity, re mission, 

abeyance, inter missions, stoppage, suffering, inactivity, rest, recess, inutility 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Christopher performed useful service in helping the greaser with this arduous 

operation. 

A. Peroration B. Performance C. Veneration D. Rigidity
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PLOPPED 
Verb 

Flapping sound of an object dropping in a 

liquid.  

SYNONYMS Plopped. flutter. plunk. dangle. droop. drop. 

flag. flap. flounder. 
 غڑپ

ANTONYMS Ascent, increase, climb, do well, soar, rising, ascend, ascension, rise. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The stone fell with a plop into the river. 

A. Flop B. Flap C. Resonance D. Vibration

PRESUME To believe something to be true because it is 

very likely, although you are not certain: 

SYNONYMS Assume, suppose, dare say, imagine, take it, 

expect, believe, think, surmise, guess, judge, 

trust, conjecture, speculate, postulate, posit, 

hypothesize 

قیاس کرنا

ANTONYMS mistrust, deny, learn, disregard, ascertain, wonder, disbelieve, refute, determine, 

establish, repudiate. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

"You are one of Pinkerton's men, I presume" he said. 

A. Testify B. Imagine C. Consume D. Resume

PRECAUTIONS 
Noun 

An action that is done to prevent something 

unpleasant or dangerous happening: 

SYNONYMS safeguard, preventative/preventive measure, 

safety measure, insurance, defense, provision; 
حفظ ماتقدم

ANTONYMS Harm, injury, neglect, negligence, thoughtlessness, carelessness, disregard 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I'll keep the letter as a precaution. 

A. Clarity B. Supposition C. Gaudiness D. Safeguard
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PANTING 
Adjective 

To breathe quickly and loudly through your 

mouth, usually because you have been doing 

something very energetic: 

SYNONYMS  yearn for, long for, crave, hanker after/for, 

pine for, ache for, hunger for, thirst for, be 

hungry for, be greedy for, be thirsty for, itch 

for, sigh for, be dying for, cry out for, wish 

for, desire 

 ہانپتا ہوا

ANTONYMS Decrease, depress, drop, finish, keep, lessen, lower 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She finished the race panting heavily. 

A. Heaving B. Healing C. Painting D. Yelling

PURCHASE 
Verb 

To buy something: 

SYNONYMS Buy, acquire, obtain, pick up, snap up, take, 

secure, procure, come by, pay for, shop for, 

invest in, put money into خریدنا 

ANTONYMS Ignore, thieving, merchandise, made available, lose, put loan, market, allows the 

use of, makes available, make available, puts loan, sell, deal, dis cords, allowed 

the use of, sublets, putting on loan, dis-cord 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She wanted to purchase a set of jewellery. 

A. Buy B. Bye C. Return D. Vouchsafe

PERSISTED 
Verb 

If an unpleasant feeling or situation persists, 

it continues to exist: 

SYNONYMS Persevere, continue, carry on, go on, keep at 

it, keep on, keep going, keep it up, not give 

up, be persistent, be determined, see/follow 

something through, show determination, 

press on/ahead, plod on 

 قائم رہنا

ANTONYMS Believe, agree, discontinue, leave, support, break, complete, quit, cease, idle, 

abstain, hesitate, uphold, refuse, halt, refrain, fail, stop, give up. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

It took him some years more to bring all of Spain to subjection, but he persisted. 

A. Kept out B. Kept away C. Kept on D. Kept in
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PENSIVELY 
Adverb 

In a way that shows that you are thinking in a 

quiet way, often with a serious expression on 

your face: 

SYNONYMS Broody, cogitative, contemplative, 

meditative, melancholy, musing, reflective, 

ruminant, ruminative, thoughtful. Words 

Related to pensive.  

 متفکر انداز میں

ANTONYMS Thoughtlessly, inattentively, heedlessly, frivolously 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He gazed pensively out of the window. 

A. Regularly B. Pejoratively C. Cruelly D. Contemplatively

PRIME 
Adjective 

Main or most important: 

SYNONYMS Main, chief, key, primary, central, principal, 

foremost, first, most important, paramount, 

major, dominant, supreme, overriding, 

cardinal, pre-eminent, ultimate 

fundamental, basic, essential, elemental,  

اعلی، عمدہ، اول عروج،  

ANTONYMS Discourage, late, eventide, deputy, listen, forget, exotic, agedness, nadir, 

modern, second, adulthood, novel, decline, stop, secret, sunset 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The care of the environment is of prime importance. 

A. Modest B. Secondary C. Primitive D. First

PLACIDLY 
Adverb 

In a calm way: 

SYNONYMS Calm, collected, composed, cool, coolheaded, 

equal, level, limpid, peaceful, possessed, 

recollected, sedate, self-composed, self-

possessed, serene, smooth, together, tranquil, 

undisturbed 

 نرمی سے

ANTONYMS Berserk, loudly, audibly, frenziedly, amok, irregularly, unfairly, publicly, 

inequitably, roughly, hectically, frenetically, unjustly, unevenly, madly 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The river sparkled placidly in the sun. 

A. Peacefully B. Painfully C. Lowly D. Brightly
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PEERED 
Verb 

To look carefully or with difficulty: 

SYNONYMS Squint, look closely/earnestly, try to see, look 

through narrowed eyes, narrow one's eyes, 

screw up one's eyes غور سے دیکھا

ANTONYMS Look away, ignore, blink, overlook, glimpse, neglect, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She kept peering over her shoulder. 

A. Ignoring B. Looking C. Overlooking D. Pouring

PROPELLING 
Verb 

To push or move something somewhere, 

often with a lot of force: 

SYNONYMS Spur, drive, prompt, precipitate, catapult, 

motivate, force, impel 
دھکیلنا

ANTONYMS Adynamic, undynamic, Retrogressive 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He succeeded in propelling the ball across the line. 

A. Providing B. Pushing C. Retrieving D. Controlling

PASSION 
Noun 

A very powerful feeling, for example of 

sexual attraction, love, hate, anger, or other 

emotion: 

SYNONYMS Sensibilities, sensitivities, self-esteem, ego, 

pride, eagerness  
جذبہ

ANTONYMS Gentleness, joy, celibacy, leniency, un concern, hate, dryness, mildness, 

taciturnity, passivity, antagonism, in sensitivity, un-concerns, emotionlessness, 

Frigidness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She argued her case with considerable passion. 

A. Eagerness B. Gloom C. Clarity D. Corollary
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PROMPTLY 
Adverb 

To make something happen: 

SYNONYMS On time, on the dot, on the nail 

quickly, swiftly, rapidly, speedily, fast, as 

soon as possible, ASAP, expeditiously چستی سے 

 جلدی سے

ANTONYMS Negligently, late, slowly, tardily. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She read the letter and promptly burst into tears. 

A. At once B. Temptedly C. Dedicatedly D. Negatively

PRACTICALLY 

Adverb 

Almost or very nearly: 

SYNONYMS Almost, nearly, very nearly, virtually, just 

about, all but, more or less, not far from, close 

to, in effect, as good as, to all intents and 

purposes, approaching, verging on, bordering 

on, next to, essentially, basically 

 عملی طور پر 

ANTONYMS Entirely, completely, scarcely, hardly, far, quite, barely, not close. 

Synonym in context 

The normal machinery of the government was practically superseded by orders' 

and suggestions from the Allies. 

A. Predominantly B. Profusely C. Virulently D. Virtually

PRONE TO Susceptible to, vulnerable to 

SYNONYMS Dependent, devoted, disposed, fanatic, fond, 

hooked, imbued, inclined, obsessed, 

predisposed, used to, Habituated, hyped کے خطرے میں 

ANTONYMS Indifferent, disinclined, unwilling, independent, unaccustomed, opposed. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Small children are more prone to viral diseases. 

A. Vulnerable to B. Modified to C. Derived from D. Accustomed to
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PARAPHERNALIA 

Noun 

All the objects needed for or connected 

with a particular activity: 

SYNONYMS  Equipment, stuff, things, apparatus, 

tackle, kit, implements, tools, utensils, 

material, materials, appliances, rig, 

outfit, accoutrements, appurtenances, 

impedimenta 

 سازو سامان آلات

ANTONYMS Real estate, immovables. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

An electric kettle and all the paraphernalia for making tea and coffee were 

available.  

A. Medicines B. Modalities C. Accessories D. Refreshments

PREROGATIVE 

Noun 

Something that certain people are able or 

allowed to do or have, but is not possible or 

allowed for everyone: 

SYNONYMS Entitlement, right, privilege, advantage, due, 

birthright 
حق

ANTONYMS 
Incommodity, disadvantage, debit, drawback, minus, handicap, liability, 

obligation, strike, duty, downside. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The Prime Minister exercised his prerogative to decide when to call an election. 

A. Pejorative B. Productive C. Evocative D. Birthright

PATH 

Noun 

A route or track between one place and 

another, or the direction in which something is 

moving: 

SYNONYMS Footpath, pathway, footway, pavement, track, 

jogging track, trail, trackway, bridleway, 

bridle path, ride, riding, towpath, walk, 

walkway, promenade, 

 راستہ

ANTONYMS Closing, blockage. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Follow the path through the woods. 

A. Visionary B. Median C. Truce D. Track
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PRECISION 

Noun 

The quality of being exact: 

SYNONYMS  Exactness, exactitude, accuracy, accurateness, 

correctness, preciseness, clarity, clearness, 

distinctness درستگی

ANTONYMS 

Guesswork, carelessness, coarseness, infidelity, inexactness, impreciseness, 

neglect, ignorance, thoughtlessness, incorrectness, inattention, indefiniteness, 

falseness, looseness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Her writing is imaginative but lacks precision. 

A. Physicality B. Characteristics C. Accuracy D. Procession

PIZZAZZ 

Noun 

The quality of noticeable and energetic 

excitement: 

SYNONYMS  Flair, stylishness, elegance, grace, 

gracefulness, poise, polish, suaveness, 

sophistication, urbanity, chic, finesse, 

panache, flourish, taste, energy جوش و جذبہ

ANTONYMS 
Idleness, dispiritedness, repulsiveness, cowardice, unpleasantness, incapacity, 

inactivity, disability, repulsion, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

We need someone with youth, glamour and pizzazz. 

A. Food B. Style C. Energy D. Smartness

POTENTIAL 

Adjective 

Possible when the necessary conditions exist: 

SYNONYMS Possible, likely, prospective, future, probable, 

budding, in the making, hidden 
 ممکنہ

ANTONYMS 
Authenticated, helpless, genuine, weakness, inability, factual, demonstrated, bona 

fide, lacking, impotence, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

First we need to identify actual and potential problems. 

A. Visual B. Hidden C. Basic D. Difficult
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QUALITATIVE 

Adjective 

Relating to how good or bad something is: 

SYNONYMS Approximate, subjective, conditional, 

dependent, partial 
 کیفیت اور ماہیت سے متعلق

ANTONYMS 

Duodecimal, concentrated, hard, hardened, denary, numerical, three-figure, 

quantitative, loud, valued, objective, decimal, numeric, quantifiable. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

There are qualitative differences between the two products. 

A. Relative B. Vocative C. Bursting D. Electoral

QUALM 

Noun 

An uncomfortable feeling when you doubt if 

you are doing the right thing: 

SYNONYMS  Misgiving, doubt, reservation, second 

thought, worry, concern, anxiety 

scruple, pang of conscience, twinge of 

conscience, twinge of remorse 

 بے چینی

ANTONYMS 

Calmness, calm, aplomb, ease, peace, sureness, certitude, comfort, contentedness, 

self-confidence, certainty, conviction, happiness, self-assurance, approval, 

Collectedness, assurance, trust. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He had been working very hard so he had no qualms about taking a few days off. 

A. Satisfaction B. Resistance C. Concern D. Policy

QUANTITATIVE 

Adjective 

Relating to numbers or amounts: 

SYNONYMS  Measureable, numerical, quantifiable 

ار کے متعلقمقد  

ANTONYMS 

Imperceptible, particular, accentual, insignificant, narrow, unmeasurable, 

undeterminable, syllabic, retail, qualitative, partial, specific, incomplete, soft, 

verbal, unfinished, part. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

There is no difference between the two in quantitative terms. 

A. Enormous B. Lucrative C. Detrimental D. Quantifiable
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QUARREL 

Noun 

An angry disagreement between two or more 

people or groups: 

SYNONYMS  Argument, row, fight, disagreement, 

difference of opinion, dissension, falling-out 
 لڑائی

ANTONYMS 

Periling, half and halves, go fifty-fifty, tradeoffs, ex-posed, under-standing, 

approve, finding middle ground, harmony, fifty-fifties, copouts, half measures, 

praise, dis-credited, harmonize, dis-crediting, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He did not mention the quarrel with his wife. 

A. Style B. Nursery C. Fight D. Cooperation

QUENCH 

Verb 

To drink liquid so that you stop being thirsty: 

SYNONYMS Fulfil, gratify, meet, fill, serve, provide for, 

supply 
ن دینا

ی ک
س
ت

 بجھانا۔

ANTONYMS 

Art stirred up, tease, setting down, conflagrate, wert stirred up, sit down, steaming 

up, dry, floodlight, were aroused, art angry, steamed up, furnishing with light, fire, 

dis embarking, ignited 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The leaves on the upper level get the rain drops first and quench their thirst. 

A. Incite B. Recite C. Negate D. Gratify

QUERY 

Noun 

A question, often expressing doubt about 

something or looking for an answer from an 

authority: 

SYNONYMS Question, inquiry 

doubt, uncertainty, question, question mark, 

reservation, suspicion سوال 

ANTONYMS 

Certainty, answer, credence, certitude, believe, assurance, belief, be certain, reply, 

surety, trust, praise, respond, agreement, rejoin, faith, conviction, sureness, 

confidence 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

If you have a query about your insurance policy, contact our helpline. 

A. Response B. Disposition C. Inquiry D. Quality
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QUEUE 

Noun 

A line of people, usually standing or in cars, 

waiting for something: 

SYNONYMS  Line, row, column, file, chain, string, stream 

traffic jam, jam, tailback, line, stream, 

gridlock قطار 

ANTONYMS 
Dishevel, disorganize, discompose, tousle, disturb, disrupt, disjoint, disarrange, 

derange, dislocate, disorganization, confuse. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

There was a queue of traffic waiting to turn right. 

A. Allegation B. Vagary C. Nuisance D. Stream

QUIRK 

Noun 

An unusual habit or part of someone's 

personality, or something that is strange and 

unexpected: 

SYNONYMS  Idiosyncrasy, peculiarity, oddity, eccentricity, 

foible, whim, whimsy, notion, conceit, vagary, 

caprice, fancy, kink, crotchet, mannerism, 

habit, characteristic, trait, feature, obsession, 

fad 

عجیب و غریب، طنز

ANTONYMS Conformity, sameness, normality, usualness, inability 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Everyone has their own little quirks and mannerisms. 

A. Standards B. Maladies C. Plans D. Caprice

QUIVER 

Verb 

To shake slightly, often because of strong 

emotion: 

SYNONYMS Tremble, shake, shiver, quaver, quake, 

shudder, convulse 

flutter, agitate, vibrate, flap, beat  کانپناوترکش  

ANTONYMS Quiet, stillness, dullness, steady, be still. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Her lip quivered and then she started to cry. 

A. Bit B. Cut C. Curved D. Shook
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QUIZZICAL 

Adjective 

Seeming to ask a question without saying 

anything: 

SYNONYMS  Puzzled, perplexed, baffled, questioning, 

inquiring, mystified, curious,  
 سوالیہ

ANTONYMS Serious, certain, sober, understanding. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He gave me a quizzical look when I ordered champagne. 

A. Dictatorial B. Perplexed C. Perplexing D. Responding

QUOTATION 

Noun 

A phrase or short piece of writing taken from 

a longer work of literature, poetry, etc. or 

what someone else has said: 

SYNONYMS Citation, quote, reference, mention, allusion, 

excerpt, extract, selection, passage, line, 

cutting, clip, clipping, snippet, reading, 

section, piece, part, fragment, portion 

مقولہ

ANTONYMS 
Rewordings, rephrasing, re-hash, re-phrasings, re wordings, translation, para 

phrase, para-phrase, re-statements, re-hashes, re hashes 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Two short quotations will illustrate my point. 

A. Resolution B. Collusion C. Allusion D. Illusion

RITUALS 

Noun 

A set of fixed actions and sometimes words 

performed regularly, especially as part of a 

ceremony: 

SYNONYMS  Rites, Ceremonies, Services, Sacraments 

روایات

ANTONYMS Difference, neglect, disagreement, discord 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She objects to the ritual of organized religion. 

A. Mutual B. Royal C. Sacraments D. Boons
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REINFORCE 

Verb 

If something reinforces an idea or opinion, it 

provides more proof or support for it and 

makes it seem true: 

SYNONYMS  Strengthen, fortify, bolster up, shore up, 

buttress, prop up, underpin, brace, stiffen, 

toughen, support, hold up مضبوط

ANTONYMS 

Play down, destabilizes, let down, undermine, undercharging, de stabilized, 

destabilize, under mining, underprice, under-cutting, under cut, destabilizing, 

under charges, soften, under charged 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Such jokes tend to reinforce racial stereotypes. 

A. Disband B. Testify C. Role out D. Fortify

REPRIMANDED 

Verb 

To express to someone your strong official 

disapproval of them: 

SYNONYMS Chastised, Reproached, Lectured, Scolded 

ڈانٹا

ANTONYMS Approve, commend, compliment, flatter, laud, praise, exonerate, forgive 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The officers were severely reprimanded for their unprofessional behaviour. 

A. Appointed B. Restored C. Approached D. Reproached

RIOT 

Noun 

An occasion when a large number of people 

behave in a noisy, violent, and uncontrolled 

way in public, often as a protest: 

SYNONYMS  Uproar, rampage, furore, tumult, commotion, 

upheaval, disturbance, street fight, melee, row, 

scuffle, fracas, fray, affray, brawl, free-for-all فسادات

ANTONYMS 

Seriousness, peace, harmony, tranquility, empire, government, agree, cooperate, 

law, rule, agreement, domination, sovereignty, supremacy, calm, submission 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

One prison guard was killed when a riot broke out in the jail. 

A. Salvation B. Rampage C. Truce D. Covenant
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RELUCTANTLY 

Adverb 

In a way that shows that you are not willing to 

do something and are therefore slow to do it: 

SYNONYMS Unwillingly, Unenthusiastically, Half-

heartedly, Aversely 
 ہچکچاتے ہوئے

ANTONYMS 
Freely, rather, readily, willingly, madly, rhapsodically, sky-high, soon, fielders 

choice, preferably, enthusiastically, exuberantly, voluntarily. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Reluctantly, he started the engine and drove off. 

A. Confidently B. Remotely C. Sarcastically D. Aversely

REFUGE 

Noun 

A place that gives) protection or shelter from 

danger, trouble, unhappiness, etc.: 

SYNONYMS Refuge, haven, safe haven, shelter, sanctuary, 

retreat, asylum, place of safety, place of 

security, port in a storm, oasis, sanctum پناہ گاہ 

ANTONYMS Trouble, closure, hazard, risk, solid, entrance, peril, threat, permanent, danger. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

As the situation at home got worse she increasingly took refuge in her work. 

A. Subterfuge B. Preposterous C. Bail D. Shelter

REGRET 

Verb 

A feeling of sadness about something sad or 

wrong or about a mistake that you have made, 

and a wish that it could have been different 

and better: 

SYNONYMS  Be sorry about, feel contrite about, feel 

apologetic about, feel remorse about, feel 

remorse for, be remorseful about, rue, repent, 

repent of, feel repentant about, be regretful 

about, be regretful at, have a conscience 

about, blame oneself for 

افسوس

ANTONYMS 
Exult, transgress, pleasure, calmness, crow, relief, approve, swagger, rejoice, 

negligence, contentedness, delight, impenitence, happy, offend, praise 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I regret that I never got to meet him in person. 

A. Reproduce B. Confide C. Deactivate D. Feel remorse for
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RARELY 

Adverb 

not often: 

SYNONYMS Seldom, infrequently, on rare occasions, 

hardly ever, scarcely ever, hardly, scarcely, 

almost never, once in a while, only now and 

then, not often, only occasionally, sporadically 

 کبھی کبھار

ANTONYMS 
Customarily, thick and fast, on whole, successively, habitually, on average, time 

and time again, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

From this it is easy to understand why a star rarely finds another anywhere near it. 

A. Brutally B. Technically C. Scarcely D. Closely

REPROACHFUL 

Adjective 

Expressing criticism: 

SYNONYMS Disapproving, reproving, full of reproof, 

critical, censorious, disparaging, disappointed, 

withering, accusatory, admonitory, 

condemnatory, castigatory, fault-finding 

 ڈانٹنے والا

ANTONYMS More sycophantic, , highly favorable, favorable, adulatory, laudatory, eulogistic, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She was doing her best not to sound reproachful. 

A. Castigatory B. Cooperative C. Derogatory D. Stonehearted

RAGGED 

Adjective 

(Of clothes) torn and not in good condition: 

SYNONYMS Tattered, in tatters, torn, ripped, split, in holes, 

holey, moth-eaten, frayed, worn, worn out, 

well worn, worn to shreds, falling to pieces, 

threadbare, the worse for wear, patched 

 پھٹا پرانا

ANTONYMS 
Most trimmed, polite, level, more leveled, fixed, on a par, true, complete, on a 

line, more aligned, re-gular, new, straight, more unfluctuating 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I could hear the sound of his ragged breathing. 

A. Concerned B. Ripped C. Deputed D. Cumulated
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REVOLVING 
Noun 

Able to turn in a circle, moving round 

SYNONYMS Orbiting, spinning, swirling, whirling, 

circling, circulating, encircling, gyrating, 

pirouetting, reeling, rolling, turning 

 گھومتا      ہوا

ANTONYMS Constant, Immovable, Static 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The theatre has a revolving stage. 

A. Moving round B. Static C. Diving D. Flaying

RESONANT 
Adjective 

Clear and loud, or causing 

sounds to be clear and loud: 

SYNONYMS Deep, low, sonorous, full, full-

bodied, vibrant, rich, clear, 

ringing, orotund گونج دار

ANTONYMS 
faint, soft, weak, thin, forgetful, cavernous, smothered, tinny, 

unmindful, nonresonant, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

But his voice remained resonant. However, sometimes that too quivered. 

A. Fit B. Straight C. Jilted D. sonorous

SWARMED 

UP 
Verb/ Adjective 

Flock, Throng, Surge 

SYNONYMS Crowd, stream, pack, multitude, mass, 

host, hard, myriad  

 مکھیوں کا گروہ

ANTONYMS Retreat, disperse, divide, scatter, disband 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The mass of ants has swarmed up the whole place. 

A. Dug B. Floated C. Crowded D. Vacated
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SCENARIO 
Noun 

‘This at least saves me trying to 

comprehend how anybody could write 

such abysmal dialogue, characters, 

and plot scenarios.’ 

SYNONYMS  plot, outline, storyline, framework, 

structure, scheme, plan, layout 
منظر

ANTONYMS Vague picture 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

In the current scenario, it is impossible to reach there. 

A. Pit B. Jeopardy C. Flaw D. plan

SWATHE 
None 

Development has affected vast swathes 

of our countryside 

SYNONYMS  wrap, envelop, bind, swaddle, 

bandage, bundle up, muffle up, cover, 

cloak, shroud, drape, wind, enfold, 
لپیٹنا

ANTONYMS bare, denude, strip, uncover, expose. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

In contrast, only modest efforts are now underway in the industry as a 

whole to integrate broad swaths of the enterprise.’ 

A. Tip B. Jerk C. Flow D. Bind

SUBSEQUENTLY  

Adverb 

Afterwards; later; after something else 

has happened 

SYNONYMS  later, later on, at a later date, at some 

time/point in the future, at a subsequent 

time, afterwards, in due course, 

following this/that, eventually 
 بعد ازاں

ANTONYMS 
prior, Erewhile, in past, before now, Aforetime, former, used to be, 

in the past, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

 "seven hundred years after this time there was not so much as one 

public lamp in London," and "in Paris, centuries subsequently 

(afterward) 

A. Soon B. Often C. later D. Earlier
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STRUCK UP 
Verb/ Adjective 

To start to play or sing something: 

SYNONYMS Conceited, proud, arrogant, haughty, 

engaged in, established, initiated, tuned 

up, played  شروع کیا ہوا، مغرور 

ANTONYMS Meager, down to earth, finished, destroyed, stopped 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He struck up a new business a year ago and now it is a success. 

A. Pooled B. Polled C. Finished D. Started

STRING 
Noun 

(A piece of) strong, thin rope made by 

twisting very thin threads together, used 

for fastening and tying things: 

SYNONYMS Twine, cord, yarn, thread, strand, fibre, 

rope, cable, line, wire, ligature, thong, 

hawser 
رسی

ANTONYMS Disorganization, individual, unstring. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He saw me pick up this string here. 

A. Coin B. Stone C. Parcel D. Cord

STERNLY 
Adjective 

Severe, or showing disapproval: 

SYNONYMS uncharitable, unforgiving. adamant, 

adamantine, callous, hardened, hard-

hearted, بے دردی سے 

ANTONYMS 
Gently, leniently, funnily, lovingly, understandingly, clemently, 

humanely, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

‘This’, she said sternly, ‘is what we believe.’ 

A. Callously B. Falsely C. Boldly D. Hurriedly
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SOLEMNLY 
Adjective 

Serious and without any humour: 

SYNONYMS Dignified, ceremonious, ceremonial, 

stately, courtly, majestic, imposing, 

impressive, awe-inspiring, portentous 

 سنجیدگی سے ، متانت سے

ANTONYMS 
with spirit, vivaciously, colorfully, gleefully, joyfully, lightheartedly, 

showily, Sparklingly, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He solemnly acknowledged his fault.  

A. Aptly B. Dreadfully C. Cleverly D. Majestically

SUCCULENT 
Adjective 

Succulent food is pleasantly juicy: 

SYNONYMS Juicy, moist, luscious, lush, fleshy, pulpy, 

soft, tender, fresh, ripe 

 رس بھرا

ANTONYMS 
Yucky, dry, detestable, horrid, wretched, flavorless, withered, unsavory, 

insipid, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The succulent apricot of Hunza is marvelous. 

A. Hardened B. Mixed C. Grafted D. Luscious

SHUFFLED 
Verb/ Adjective 

To walk by pulling your feet slowly along 

the ground rather than lifting them: 

Shuffle the cards and deal out seven to 

each player. 

SYNONYMS Shamble, drag one's feet, stumble, lumber, 

mingle, intermix 

 پاوں رگڑ کر چلنا، گڈمڈ کرنا

ANTONYMS 
Career, soothe, clear up, frankness, neaten, rush, scoot, run, sprint, 

remain, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The list was not in order but was shuffled. 

A. Troubled B. Advanced C. Joined D. Mingled
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SAILED 
Verb/ Adjective 

When a boat or a ship sails, it travels on 

the water: 

SYNONYMS Yacht, boat, go sailing; crew, helm, 

skipper a boat, voyage  

 بحری سفر کرنا

ANTONYMS 
Flog, remain, go, stay, stop, plod, land, crawl, flounder, walk, trudge. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Mustafa Kamal sailed on the 15th of May, 1919, for the north-east 

coast. 

A. Hated B. Voyaged C. Tested D. Attached

STUNT 
Verb 

An exciting action, usually in a film, that 

is dangerous or appears dangerous and 

usually needs to be done by someone 

skilled: 

SYNONYMS Small, little, tiny, undersized, undersize, 

diminutive, dwarf, dwarfish, pygmy 

inhibit, impede, hamper, hinder, restrict, 

retard, slow, curb, arrest, check, stop 
 کرتب بازی

ANTONYMS 
Thrive, promotes, vitalize, made go, produce, vivify, is top heap, be-

come, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

I'm sure you're teasing us and this is all some kind of publicity stunt. 

A. Jam B. Truce C. Truck D. Trick

SAUNTERED 
Verb/ Adjective 

To walk in a slow and relaxed way, often 

in no particular direction: 

SYNONYMS Boogie, dawdle, gander, hoof it, stroll, 

percolate 

 چہل قدمی کرنا

ANTONYMS Hurry, stay, leave, decide, hustle, labor 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He was sauntering on the beach, unaware of the upcoming storm. 

A. Crying B. Dawdling C. Chalting D. Resting
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SPLENDOUR 
Noun 

Great beauty that attracts admiration and 

attention: 

SYNONYMS Magnificence, grandeur, sumptuousness, 

impressiveness, resplendence, opulence, 

luxury, luxuriousness, شان و شوکت 

ANTONYMS Disgrace, insult, drabness, dimness 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Mehrun had been married with great splendour. 

A. Sobriety B. grandeur C. Paucity D. Lunacy

SAGGED OFF 
Verb/ Adjective 

Droop, slump, decline, limp 

SYNONYMS Slip, flag, sink, abate 

 لٹکنا۔ مرجھانا

ANTONYMS Fix, uphold, dress up 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He dressed was sagged off. 

A. Drooping B. Looping C. Flaunting D. Quivering

SPECKLED 

WITH 
Verb/ Adjective 

Covered with speckles: 

SYNONYMS Flecked, speckly, specked, freckled, 

freckly, spotted, spotty, dotted, stippled, 

sprinkled, mottled, dappled, blotchy, 

brindled 
 داغدار

ANTONYMS Spotless, Flawless 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

His face was speckled with pimples. 

A. Colored B. Lined C. Adorned D. Freckled
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STABLE 
Adjective 

Firmly fixed or not likely to move or 

change: 

SYNONYMS Firm, solid, steady, secure, fixed, strong, 

fast, stout, sturdy, safe, moored, anchored, 

stuck down, 
متوازن

ANTONYMS More phantom, more dangersome, in decisive, aspen, psycho-neurotic, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He was in a stable state. 

A. Scientific B. Victorious C. Precarious D. Safe

TENTATIVELY 
Adverb 

In a way that shows you are not certain 

or confident: 

SYNONYMS Conditional, contingent (on or upon), 

dependent, subject (to) Words Related to 

tentative. liable, open, susceptible. 

limited, modified, آزمائشی طور پر 

ANTONYMS 
Hurriedly, hastily, certainly, hotfoot, precipitately, surely, 

precipitously, rashly, definitely, cursorily. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

They have tentatively agreed to our proposal. 

A. Incompletely     B. Prematurely C. Initially     D. Conditionally

TACKLE 
Noun 

To try to deal with something or someone: 

SYNONYMS Gear, equipment, apparatus, outfit, kit, rig, 

hardware 
صورتحال کا سامنا کرنا، 

 لوازمات

ANTONYMS 
be lazy, fail, hold, protect, avoid, let go, misunderstand, give, idle, free, 

conclude, receive, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Christopher could not tackle it 

A. Hackle B. Buckle C. Join D. Equipment
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TUMULTUOUS 
Adjective 

A loud noise, especially that produced by 

an excited crowd, or a state of confusion, 

change, or uncertainty: 

SYNONYMS Loud, deafening, thunderous, thundering, 

ear-shattering, ear-splitting, ear-piercing, 

uproarious, noisy, clamorous, vociferous 
 پر شور

ANTONYMS 
Unhurried, unaggressive, clement, harmonized, unperturbed, quiet, 

bright, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Roars of laughter and tumultuous cheers were heard. 

A. Graceful B. Convincing C. Joyful       D Ear-

splitting

TOMFOOLERY 
Noun 

Silly behaviour, especially done as a joke 

SYNONYMS Silliness, fooling, clowning, capering, 

capers, antics, pranks, tricks, buffoonery, 

skylarking, nonsense, horseplay, 

mischief, foolishness, foolery, stupidity 
 لغو حرکتیں کرنا

ANTONYMS Seriousness, sense. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Your tomfoolery is not appreciable in this serious discussion.   

A. Suggestion B. Annoyance C. Silence D. Clowning

TANGLE 
Verb 

To mess up things that are not in a state of 

order, or a state of confusion or difficulty: 

SYNONYMS Ravelled, entangled, snarled, snarled up, 

entwined, intertwisted, twisted, knotted, 

knotty, enmeshed, coiled, matted, tangly, 

messy, muddled الجھنا

ANTONYMS 
Dis-closes, wrought bugs out of, unbraid, dis-solves, diagramming, in 

creases 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

A thousand recollections of old times were tangled in his memory. 

A. Embalmed B. Diverse C. Endeared D. Entwined
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TROUGHS 
Noun 

A long, narrow container without a lid that 

usually holds water or food for farm 

animals: 

SYNONYMS Channel, conduit, trench, ditch, gully, 

drain, culvert, cut, flume, gutter, furrow, 

groove, depression 
ڈونگی

ANTONYMS Protuberance, jut, projection, convexity, bulge, bunch, protrusion. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The trough was full of rain water. 

A. Peninsula B. Gorge C. Mound D. Trench

TANGLED 
Adjective 

An untidy mass of things that are not in a 

state of order, or a state of confusion or 

difficulty: 

SYNONYMS Ravelled, entangled, snarled, snarled up, 

entwined, intertwisted, twisted, knotted, 

knotty, enmeshed, coiled, matted, tangly, 

messy, muddled 
پیچیدہ

ANTONYMS 
Neat, easy, unvaried, uniform, apparent, simplistic, uncomplicated, 

systematic, oversimplified, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

A thousand tangled recollections of old times haunted him. 

A. Fancied B. Cherished C. Visual D. Entwined

URGE 
Verb/ Noun 

A strong wish, especially one that is 

difficult or impossible to control: 

SYNONYMS Advise, counsel, advocate, recommend, 

suggest 

 زور دینا

ANTONYMS Distaste, shutting out, delays, come to end, deter, holds 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

His father urged him to take admission in medical college. 

A. Canceled B. Frowned C. Juxtaposed D. Advised
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UNBURDENED
Adjective 

To free yourself of something that is 

worrying you, by talking about it to 

someone: 

SYNONYMS Open one's heart, confess, tell all, tell 

one's all, unbosom oneself 

 سبک بار

ANTONYMS Deceptive, sanction, down in dumps, cast-down, load, unhappy 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He unburdened himself by telling all his worries to his friend.  

A. Complicated B. Launched C. Detected D. Tell one's

all

UNPROVOKED 
Adjective 

If an unpleasant action or remark is 

unprovoked, it has not been caused by 

anything and is therefore unfair: 

SYNONYMS Unjustified, without reason, uncalled for, 

unwarranted, unprovoked, undue 

 کسی اشتعال کے بغیر

ANTONYMS 
Provoked, needed, most aggravated, righteous, justifiable, decent, 

substantiated, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Her angry outburst was totally unprovoked. 

A. Justified B. Glorified C. Obnoxious D. Undue

VENTURED 
Verb/ Adjective 

A new activity, usually in business, that 

involves risk or uncertainty: 

SYNONYMS Travel, journey, go, move, proceed, 

progress, set out, set forth, rove 

 خطرناک کام

ANTONYMS Restrained, Refrained 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He's never ventured abroad in his life. 

A. Applied B. Grown C. Deported D. Went
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VULNERABLE 
Adjective 

Able to be easily physically, emotionally, 

or mentally hurt, influenced, or attacked: 

SYNONYMS In danger, in peril, in jeopardy, at risk, 

endangered, unsafe, unprotected, ill-

protected, unguarded 

exposed to, open to, wide open to, liable 

to, prone to, prey to, susceptible to, 

subject to, not above, 

 غیر محفوظ

ANTONYMS 
Deep-rooted, inviolate, innocent, more nailed, un-touchable, more 

unanswerable, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She looked very vulnerable standing there on her own.  

A. Confident B. Supported C. Avoided D. In peril

WHIPPED 
Verb/ Adjective 

A piece of leather or rope that is fastened 

to a stick, used for hitting animals or 

people: 

SYNONYMS Smooth, thick, velvety, of an even 

consistency, rich, buttery 

 چھڑی سے مارنا

ANTONYMS Deaden, protect, lobotomize, discouragement, yield, suppress, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

They whipped up their horses and raced towards him. 

A. Beat B. Stopped C. Encouraged D. Sold

WEIGHING 

UP 
Verb 

To think carefully about the advantages or 

disadvantages of a situation before making 

a decision: 

SYNONYMS Measure the weight of, measure how 

heavy someone is, measure how heavy 

something is, put someone on the scales, 

put something on the scales, tip the scales 

at, turn the scales at, come to 

 تول

ANTONYMS 
Slight, exonerate, forget, ignore, pooh-pooh, disregard, overlook, leave 

alone, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He started weighing up the pros and cons of the proposal.  

A. Cloning B. Foraging C. Neglecting D. Ascertaining
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WRITHING 
Verb 

To make large twisting movements with 

the body: 

SYNONYMS Squirm, wriggle, thrash, flounder, flail, 

toss, toss and turn, twitch, twist, twist and 

turn, roll, jiggle, wiggle, jerk, jolt 

 بل کھاتے ہوئے

ANTONYMS Nonmoving, unmoving, still. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She was writhing around on the floor in agony. 

A. Screaming B. Wondering C. Sporting D. Squirm

WAFT 
Verb 

To (cause to) move gently through the air: 

SYNONYMS Drift, float, glide, whirl, travel, be carried, 

be borne, be conveyed, be transported 

 بہا لے جانا

ANTONYMS 
Hold, barge, galumph, flog, plod, trudge, scuff, stump, shamble, stomp, 

take, slog, Tromp, calm, keep, flounder. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

Delicious smells wafted up from the kitchen. 

A. Glowed B. Borrowed C. Retained D. Billowed

YEARNING 
Verb/ Noun 

A strong feeling of wishing for something, 

especially something that you cannot have 

or get easily: 

SYNONYMS Longing, pining, craving, desire, want, 

wish, hankering, urge, need, hunger, 

hungering, thirst, appetite, greed, lust, 

ache, burning, fancy, inclination, 

eagerness, fervour 

 دلی خواہش

ANTONYMS 
Distaste, loathing, negligent, heedless, cold, hatred, apathy, disinterest, 

stolid, 

SYNONYM IN I was yearning for a rejoicing trip. 
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CONTEXT A. Reframing B. Refraining C. Pounding D. Pining

YELP 
Noun/ Verb 

To make a sudden, short, high sound, 

usually when in pain: 

SYNONYMS Squeal, squawk, screech, shriek, scream, 

howl, yowl, wail, yell, cry, call, shout, 

bawl, yawl, whoop 

 اچانک چیخ

ANTONYMS 
Murmur, whisper, purr, whir, buzz, thrum, churr, zoom, whiz, mutter, 

chirr. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The child yelped at his parents for not accepting his demand.  

A. Grinding B. Howling C. Mulling D. Rejecting

YIELD 
Verb/ Noun 

To supply or produce something positive 

such as a profit, an amount of food or 

information: 

SYNONYMS Produce, bear, give, supply, provide, 

afford, return, bring in, pull in, haul in, 

gather in, fetch, earn, net, realize, 

generate, furnish, bestow, pay out, 

contribute 

 کرنا

ی

 پیداوار تَس

ANTONYMS 
Re-marking, brushes against, beg borrow steal, coping with, de-livers, 

throwing into tizzy 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

The yield and preservation of foods is important for economy. 

A. Planning B. Removing C. Pickling D. Production

ZEALOUS 
Adjective 

Enthusiastic and eager: 

SYNONYMS Fervent, ardent, fervid, fiery, passionate, 

impassioned, devout, devoted 

 پرجوش

ANTONYMS 
Inclement, one-dog night, un demonstrative, un hasty, in tenser, more 

blasting, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He is a zealous supporter of democracy. 

A. Pathetic B. Nonchalant C. Dubious D. Ardent
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ZENITH 
Noun 

The best or most successful point or time: 

SYNONYMS Highest point, high point, crowning point, 

height, top, acme, peak, pinnacle, apex, 

apogee, vertex, tip, crown, crest, summit, 

climax, culmination, maximum, optimum, 

prime, meridian, flower 
 سمت الراس

ANTONYMS Depth, base, abyss, unimportance, nadir, minimum, start, bottom, lowness. 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

He has reached the zenith of his career. 

A. Inception B. Maximum C. Nadir D. Jeopardy

ZEST 
Noun 

Enthusiasm, eagerness, energy, and 

interest: 

SYNONYMS Enthusiasm, gusto, relish, zestfulness, 

appetite, eagerness, keenness, avidity, 

zeal, fervour, ardour, passion, love, 

enjoyment, joy, delight, excitement مزا 

ANTONYMS 
Pain, hatred, flatness, blandness, dislike, disgust, melancholy, trouble, 

depression, 

SYNONYM IN 

CONTEXT 

She danced with the zest of a twenty-year-old 

A. Languor B. Relish C. Affront D. Enlightenment
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